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Report Introduction
This report is the tenth corporate social
responsibility report released by State
Development & Investment Corp., Ltd. (hereinafter
also referred to as SDIC, the Company, the Group
or We), systematically disclosing responsibility
performance of SDIC in the aspects of economy,
society, and environment, and so on. The report
covers the period from January 1, 2017 to
December 31, 2017. Some events took place
beyond the above scope.
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The year of 2018 is the first year of comprehensively implementing the spirits of the 19th

Political responsibility

CPC National Congress, the 40th anniversary of reform and opening up as well as the 23th
anniversary of the establishment of SDIC. In such an epoch-making year, SDIC aligns its
own businesses with China’s national development philosophy, its corporate development
strategies, core issues of social responsibility, as well as the expectations and needs of
the stakeholders. By considering the above issues, it for the first time puts forward the
innovative “Wholeheartedness Initiative” social responsibility brand scheme to define the
structure of CSR system, guide the direction of social responsibility practices, spare no

Starting from Heart

effort to create sustainable economic, social and environmental values, and serve the

Staying true to the original aspiration is the starting point of all work.
Under the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese
Characteristics for a New Era, we will effectively implement various
decisions and plans of the CPC Central Committee and the State
Council, fully promote the pilot reform of restructuring State-owned
investment companies, mixed-ownership reform, and supply-side
structural reform, and follow and serve national strategies, highlighting
SDIC’s commitment to social responsibilities as a State-owned
enterprise.

• Explored and gained experience in conducting tests on
orientation, mechanism, management, supervision and Party
building
• Three member enterprises had been approved to settle in
Xiong’an New Area

needs of the people for a better life.

Economic responsibility

Operation with

Ingenious Heart

Ingenuity guarantees the accomplishment of our missions. Focusing on
the new corporate mission of “making up the short board of beautiful
life and setting direction for emerging industry,” we will effectively
implement the innovation-driven development idea, optimize and
adjust industrial structure, boost corporate transformation and
upgrading, facilitate quality improvement and efficiency enhancement,
strive to realize high-quality development, and improve the ability to
serve national economy and social development.

• The year-end total assets reached RMB493.6 billion
• The profits reached RMB18.2 billion
• The financial assets under management reached RMB1.1 trillion
• The size of funds under management reached over RMB150 billion
• Graded A-class in the annual performance assessment conducted
by the SASAC of the State Council for 13 years in a row

Environmental responsibility

Protection with

WHOLEHEARTEDNESS
INITIATIVE

Dedicated Heart

Dedication protects our beautiful homeland. Adhering to the idea of
green development, we will make efforts to develop clean energy,
green industry, and green finance, implement green production,
and protect ecological environment, facilitating to build a beautiful
homeland where human beings co-exist harmoniously with the nature
and enjoy a green and low-carbon life.

• Comprehensive energy consumption per RMB10,000 output
value increased 1.97 percent year-on-year
• Emission of SO2 decreased by 45 percent year-on-year
• Emission of NOX decreased by 39 percent year-on-year
• Installed capacity of clean energy reached 56.48 percent

Social responsibility

Serving with

Sincere Heart

Sincerity supports the concern for the country and the people.
Following the corporate purpose of “working for investors, for
society, and for employees,” we care about employees, and promote
targeted poverty alleviation, public welfare and volunteer service
with employees, making contributions to the building of a moderately
prosperous society in all respects.

• Total donations reached RMB44.2713 million
• Investment for targeted poverty alleviation reached
RMB25.4192 million
• A total of 6,007 registered impoverished people were benefited
from the targeted poverty alleviation program
• The size of two national-level industrial funds for poverty
alleviation reached RMB18.2 billion
• Established 28 youth volunteer service teams

Overseas responsibility

Connectivity of
Hearts

Love connects the world. We will make efforts to implement overseas
social responsibility, focus on economic development, poverty
elimination, social justice, environmental protection, partnership and
other global sustainable development issues, bridge ourselves and the
world by love to enhance mutual understanding, deepen friendship,
and build a better world together.

• Employed 15,000 people in overseas market
• Rate of employee localization reached 97 percent
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Message from Chairman
The year 2017 was significant
for the successful convening
of the 19th CPC National

Congress and the comprehensive
implementation of the 13th FiveYear Plan. SDIC has earnestly

studied and put into practice Xi
Jinping Thought on Socialism

with Chinese Characteristics for
a New Era and the spirit of the
19th CPC National Congress,

comprehensively implemented
various decisions and plans of

the CPC Central Committee and
the State Council, worked in a
pioneering and creative spirit

and in a down-to-earth manner,
reached a new high operating
performance, and achieved

new progress and new results

in sustainable development. In
2017, SDIC realized profits of

RMB18.2 billion, and was graded

A-class in the annual performance
assessment conducted by the

SASAC of the State Council for 13
consecutive years.

We have resolutely and effectively

and focused on developing the four

reduction and environmental protection, carried out

of the CPC Central Committee and the

industry has been further consolidated

seawater desalination and urban mining, and spared

implemented various decisions and plans
State Council, and further enhanced the
capability of serving national strategies.
We have advanced the pilot reform of
restructuring State-owned investment
companies, mixed-ownership reform
and supply-side structural reform,

gaining the pilot reform experience of

“four tests and one strengthen,” which
can be copied and extended and now

is widely used as reference by central
State-owned enterprises (SOEs) and

local SOEs. We have resolutely insisted
on serving targeted poverty alleviation,

construction of Xiong’an New Area, Made
in China 2025, mass entrepreneurship

and innovation, coordinated development
for the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region

and other national strategies, as well

as the Belt and Road Initiative. In 2017,
SDIC took the lead to participate in the

construction of Xiong’an New Area, and
three member enterprises were among
the first batch of enterprises to settle in

Xiong’an New Area. It also participated
in the establishment and management

of an advanced manufacturing industrial
investment fund, helping implement

the strategy of building China into a

strong manufacturing nation, and the
contracted investment amount took

86 percent of the amount available for
investment of the fund.

We have remained committed to the new
development philosophy, accelerated

new and old kinetic energy conversion
and high-quality development, and

used the “flexible hands” to make up

the short board of beautiful life and set
direction for emerging industry. We

have maintained strategic confidence,
promoted reform, boosted innovation,

major strategic business sectors – basic
and developed, strategic emerging
industry has witnessed dynamic

development, financial and service

industry have entered a higher stage of

development, and international business

has experienced stable growth. We have
constantly optimized business structure,
continuously enhanced development

quality, consistently supported Stateowned capital in becoming stronger,

doing better and growing bigger. As of the
end of 2017, the total assets of SDIC had
reached RMB493.6 billion, the asset size
of funds under management had stood

at RMB1.1 trillion, and the size of funds
under management had arrived at over
RMB150 billion.

We have adhered to the development
philosophy of “low-carbon economy,

green economy and circular economy,”

insisted on the idea of clean production,

and helped promote ecological progress.
We have constantly invested in and

developed hydropower, wind power,
PV power and other clean energy

sources, taken initiative to implement

comprehensive development mode of

clean energy, and strived to build Yalong
River as a world-class clean energy

demonstration base, which featured the
combination of wind power, PV power

and hydropower. We have accelerated
the construction and planning of fuel
ethanol project, and promoted the

development of biomass energy. We

have explored green financing channels,
and the first short-term green financing
bonds of Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric
Power Co.,Ltd. has been successfully

issued. We have strengthened the work
relating to energy-saving, emission

carbon trading, developed circular economy such as

no effort to promote energy-saving, emission cut and
carbon reduction. In 2017, the emissions of SO2 and

NOX decreased by 45 percent and 39 percent from a

year earlier respectively.

We have insisted on the corporate purpose of “working
for investors, for society, and for employees,” and
effectively promoted targeted poverty alleviation,

comprehensively fulfilling social responsibilities. We

have advanced poverty alleviation and development

work from six aspects of fixed-point poverty alleviation,
education-based poverty alleviation, special poverty
alleviation, project-based poverty alleviation, fundbased poverty alleviation and personnel-based

poverty alleviation, helping poverty-stricken areas fight
against poverty and achieve prosperity. In 2017, SDIC
donated a total of RMB44.2713 million of funds,

benefiting 6,007 registered poverty-stricken people.

The Company participated in the establishment and
management of the industrial development fund for

poverty-stricken areas and the industrial investment
fund of central SOEs for poverty-stricken areas,
and set up charitable trust, supporting industrial

development of poverty-stricken areas and creating
job opportunities for poverty-stricken people. It

also devoted itself to public welfare and charitable
causes, organized youth volunteer activities, and

fulfilled social responsibility in overseas market, using
practical actions to return to society.

In the future, SDIC will comprehensively and effectively
implement various decisions and plans of the 19th

CPC National Congress, continue to serve national

strategies, fully deepen pilot reform, and constantly

promote high-quality development, striving to accelerate

the building of itself into a world-class capital investment
company with international competitiveness, and

making new contributions to secure a decisive victory
in finishing the building of a moderately prosperous
society in all respects and to the realization of the
Chinese Dream of national rejuvenation.

Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC
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40th Anniversary of Reform and
Opening-Up Policy
– 23 Years of Development of SDIC

Big data of SDIC in 23 years
Unit:RMB billion

2003-2017
The reform and opening-up

policy is the only way for modern
China to make progress in its

development as well as to realize
the Chinese dream. With the

40th anniversary of the reform
and opening-up policy as a

turning point, we shall cut paths
through mountains and build

bridges across rivers, overcome
all difficulties and carry reform
through to the end.

capable personnel would be established

completing development strategy and

preparatory group for the establishment

to build four major business sectors

on March 17, 1994. On the same day, the
of State Development & Investment

Corporation was set up. In June, 1994,
then Vice Premier Zou Jiahua wrote a
message for the Company: “Reform

and Opening-Up, Innovative Services.”
On May 5, 1995, an inauguration

ceremony was held at the Great Hall of

the People in Beijing, marking the formal
establishment of State Development &
Investment Corporation.

By 2018, the reform and opening-up

--Xi Jinping

policy has been implemented for 40

years, and SDIC has experienced 23
years of development.

In December 1978, China began to carry

Over the past 23 years, SDIC, under the

As a basic national policy, it is a way of

and the State Council and guided by

well as a powerful driving force for the

been committed to serving national

out the reform and opening-up policy.

leadership of the CPC Central Committee

building China into a great country, as

the reform and opening-up policy, has

development of the cause of socialism.

strategies and insisted on the corporate

Under the guidance of the reform and
opening-up policy, the State Council
issued a document saying that the
existing six national specialized

investment companies would be merged
into China Development Bank, and a

new company named State Development
& Investment Corporation consisting of

purpose of “working for investors,

for society, and for employees”. By

remaining true to its original aspiration,
keeping its mission firmly in mind, and
actively fulfilling political responsibility,

economic responsibility, environmental
responsibility, social responsibility

and overseas responsibility, SDIC

has made important contributions to

national economic performance, social
development and improvement of the

optimizing asset mix, SDIC managed
including basic industry, strategic

emerging industry, financial and service

Total assets

Operating
revenue

493.6

CAGR

89.4

CAGR

industry and international business.

These sectors provided energy, products
and services for national economic

development and social progress, with an

76.8

10.6

14%

16%

Total profits

aim to meet people’s needs for a better life.

18.2

Over the past 23 years, SDIC has

adhered to the green development idea,

CAGR

vigorously developed clean energy

and circular economy, implemented

1.5

energy-saving, emission cut and carbon
reduction measures, and reduced the

Total taxes
paid

11.1

CAGR

2

20%

13%

negative impacts of corporate operation

on environment, jointly building a beautiful
China. The Company has fulfilled social

responsibility, taken initiative to undertake
poverty alleviation and development
tasks, and conducted public welfare

2017 vs. 2011

and charitable activities and volunteer

86.17%

services, making contributions to the

94.11%

63.62%

building of a harmonious society. It has

36.35%

fulfilled social responsibility in overseas
market, created job opportunities for
the people of countries (regions) in

which business is conducted, supported
educational development, provided

medical and health services, fostered

Comprehensive energy

Emission of CODs

Emission of SO2

Emission of NOX

consumption per RMB10,000

decreased by

decreased by

decreased by

output value decreased by

competitive industries, and implemented

environmental protection, highlighting the
image of a global corporate citizen.

1994-2017

people’s livelihood.

The past 23 years witnessed the constant
exploration and practice of SDIC. By

Undertook fixed-point poverty alleviation

Donated RMB9.162 million to New Great Wall Fund, China

tasks in 9 counties

Foundation for Poverty Alleviation

Accumulatively donated RMB540 million

Offered financial assistance to 3,466 college students and 800

to society
Investment for fixed-point poverty alleviation
reached RMB142 million

high school students from poverty-stricken families

Set up 10 self-improvement classes for high school students
from extremely poor families

8
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years' development milestones of SDIC
SDIC bought full control of
The Committee of

SDIC employed a world’s leading

State-Owned Investment

consulting firm to help implement

Companies under the
Investment Association of
China was established,

The State Council
approved to establish State
Development & Investment
Corporation.

SDIC was selected as

group for poverty alleviation,

Experiments of Enterprise

being responsible for the

Groups by the State Council.

poverty alleviation work in
Luodian County and Sandu
Shui Autonomous County,
Qiannan Buyi and Miao
Autonomous Prefecture,
southwest China’s Guizhou
Province.

The State Council

SDIC was awarded the

decided to form “SDIC

title of Advanced Collective

Group” with SDIC as its

for Poverty Alleviation during

parent company, and an

the Eighth Five-Year Plan

inauguration ceremony

Period by Guizhou Provincial

for the founding of SDIC

CPC Committee and the

Group was held.

Co., and the latter became its first

of the CPC Central Committee and the

holding financial institution.

SASAC of the State Council.

SDIC was awarded the title of

The total assets of SDIC reached

SDIC, with total assets of

“Charity Star Enterprise” by China

over RMB100 billion, up 37 percent in

Foundation for Poverty Alleviation.

comparison with RMB73.3 billion at the

RMB73.3 billion yuan, became the

president unit.

largest State-owned investment

undertaking.

Consulting Co. was established.

China National Investment & Guaranty

The first batch of equity transfer

Shenzhen Kangtai Biological

of “shareholding on a

Products Co. was established, and

projects of SDIC was listed on Tianjin

temporary basis.”

SDIC held 51 percent of the total

Property Rights Exchange.

equity of the company.

SDIC Electric Power Co.

beginning of the journey of staring a new

China National Investment

holding company in China.

operation philosophy

program of Deepening the

SDIC set up a leading

Model SOE” by the Publicity Department

internal management reform.

and SDIC was elected as

SDIC put forward the

an experimental unit for the

SDIC was awarded the title of “National

Shenyang Hongtai Trust Investment

Corporation was incorporated into SDIC.
The first pair of digital mines in China –
the Phase I Project of Liuzhuang Coal Mine

SDIC put forward the corporate

under SDIC Xinji Energy Co. was formally

purpose of “working for investors, for

was established.

put into production.

society, and for employees.”

2002
2000

2006

2004

People’s Government of
Guizhou Province.

1994

1998

1996

2001
2003
SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice

1999

Co. was established.
SDIC Chuangyi Industrial
Fund Management Co. was

1995
SDIC was formally
established.
SDIC took the lead to
set up the Investment
Association of China, and
was elected as president unit.
Employees of SDIC
donated money to Project
Hope, supporting the
building of Luoyang Town
Central Primary School in
Luodian County, southwest
China’s Guizhou Province.

1997
Dachaoshan
hydropower plant jointly
invested and constructed
by SDIC and other units
realized river closure.
The first generating unit
of Zhangjiagang power
plant jointly invested and
constructed by SDIC

Ertan hydropower
plant invested by SDIC,
the largest of its kind in
China in the 20th century,
was finished and put into
operation.
SDIC decided to enter the
securities market, setting
up new share placement
team to conduct business
relating to the placement of
new shares.

established.
SDIC Innovation

2005

The Leading Party Members
Group of SDIC adopted the
resolution of “starting a new
undertaking, revitalizing SDIC,
accelerating development,”

Investment Management

kicking off the new development

Co.,Ltd. was established.

journey.
Ertan Hydropower
Development Co. was identified

SDIC formally applied trust to China
National Packaging Corporation (the
trust work was successfully completed
in 2010).
Joint venture agreement on SDIC
Caofeidian Port Co. was signed.
Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric Power

as the only entity for overall

Co. was included into the first batch

development of Yalong River

of pilot units for circular economy by

by National Development and

NDRC and other five ministries and

Reform Commission (NDRC).

commissions.
SDIC was selected as a platform for
restructuring and integration of central

and other units put into

SOEs and a pilot unit for State-owned

operation.

asset management by the SASAC of the
State Council.
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years' development milestones of SDIC
State Development & Investment Corporation changed
its name to State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.
The total assets of SDIC reached over
RMB500 billion, up 64 percent from
SDIC purchased 57.254 percent
SDIC held its first board meeting of
SDIC formally released its first corporate
social responsibility report.

The circular economy project

Netherlands-based Royal Vopak N.V. in

Power Co. formally started

Haikou, south China's Hainan Province.

construction.

China Electronics Engineering Design

China Textile Resources

Institute (CEEDI) and China National Complete

Corporation was incorporated

Plant Import & Export Corporation (Group)

into SDIC.

(COMPLANT) were incorporated into SDIC.

SDIC completed the 1st Five-

Liuzhuang Coal Mine of SDIC Xinji

Year Plan for starting a new

Energy Co. was included into the list of

undertaking, ranking among

“100 Classic & Excellent Projects” for the

the best central SOEs with an

60th anniversary of the founding of the

asset size of more than RMB100

People’s Republic of China.

billion.

of Directors began to function formally.
The construction work of tunnel

SDIC signed an agreement with

of Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric

the first Board of Directors; the Board

group of Jinping II Hydropower

in implementing the scheme of starting a

becoming the controlling shareholder

new undertaking.

of the latter.

Jiangsu Yueda Group Co. became

tunnel group, was fully completed.
SDIC formally put forward the “six
development strategies,” i.e., strategy
of building itself into a world’s leading
company, regional development
strategy, coordinated development
strategy, energy-saving, environmental
protection and new energy strategy,

CEEDI, YAPP Automotive Systems

SDIC was granted sovereign and quasi-sovereign
successfully issued U.S. dollar-denominated corporate

reform work.

bonds overseas for the first time.

The Leading Party Members Group of
SDIC adopted the resolution on deepening
reform in an all-around way, promoting

Co. and SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo

transformation and upgrading, and

Potash Co. were successfully included

accelerating innovative development.

SDIC financial holding platform for listed companies
was formally put into operation, and the largest directional
add-issuance with an amount of RMB8 billion for one of its
listed companies was successfully completed.

into the 20th batch of National
Enterprise Technology Centers.
The sales of fuel tank of YAPP

2017

2015

Automotive Systems Co. firmly took
the third place in the world.

“going global” strategy, and strategy
of building a strong enterprise through

2013

talented team.

2009

2007

released by the Company.

ratings by major international rating agencies, and

SDIC formally launched the pilot

Taikang Life Insurance Co. and
strategic investors of SDIC Trust Co.

Station, world’s largest hydraulic

RMB311.5 billion in 2012, the last year

of equity of Essence Securities Co.,

SDIC released the “SDIC White Paper on Poverty
Alleviation (1995-2017),” which was the first of its kind

2018
2016

2011

SDIC released the “SDIC Overseas
Corporate Social Responsibility Report

“SDIC Luobupo Potash Spirit”

2014

was awarded the title of “National
Outstanding Model.”
Advanced Manufacturing Industry

2008
SDIC High-Tech Investment
Co. became the first central
SOE with the qualification for
venture investments.
The project of annual
production of 1.2 million tons
of potassium sulfate of SDIC
Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co.
was successfully put into

SDIC was selected as a pilot unit of restructuring State-owned

2010

2012

SDIC put forward the guidelines of “adjust
structure, change pace, strengthen management,
and enhance efficiency,” promoting transformation
of development model.
China Gaoxin Investment Group Corp. was
incorporated into SDIC.

production, thus the company

China Jinping Underground Laboratory,

became the largest potassium

which was jointly built by Tsinghua University

sulfate fertilizer production

and Ertan Hydropower Development Co., and

base in the world.

world’s deepest laboratory as well as China’s first
extremely deep underground laboratory, was
formally put into use.

The coal terminal project at Caofeidian Port Area was included
into the list of“100 Classic Projects” for the 35th anniversary of

SDIC Power Holdings Co. became the controlling
shareholder of Ertan Hydropower Development Co.

investment companies by the SASAC of the State Council.

Kouzidong mine of SDIC Xinji
Energy Co. was put into trail
production.
SDIC became the largest public
terminal operator among central SOEs
with a throughput of 180 million tons
of its holding ports.
The total assets and total profits of
SDIC reached more than RMB300
billion and over RMB10 billion
respectively.

the implementation of reform and opening-up policy.
Lianghekou hydropower station along the Yalong River,
the largest of its kind in China’s Tibetan area and the No. 1
hydropower station in terms of the height of earth and rock-fill
dam, was approved to start construction.
Jinping hydropower station, the largest hydropower
station in terms of installed capacity, was fully completed for
production.
China's first poverty-stricken industrial development fund
was established, SDIC was one of the promoters and
managed the fund.

Investment Fund and Central SOEs
Poverty-Stricken Regional Industrial
Investment Fund were set up
successively.
SDIC upgraded its financial holding
strategy, and the size of financial
assets under management reached
over RMB1trillion.
SDIC transferred its coal business
and all of the related assets to China
National Coal Group Corp. and
Guoyuan Coal Asset Management Co.

(1995-2017),” which was the first of its
kind released by the Company.
The Phase II fundraising of Central
SOEs Poverty-Stricken Regional
Industrial Investment Fund was
successfully completed, and the fund
had invested in 14 contiguouspovertystrickenareas. As of March 2018, the
fund had 104 shareholders, and the
Phase I and Phase II fundraising had
totaled RMB15.4 billion.
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STARTING FROM
HEART

ASPIRATIONAL QUOTE
SOEs in China have special attributes with
Chinese characteristics. It is imperative for us
to insist on the basic economic system and the
Party’s leadership in SOEs, correctly handle
the relations among political responsibility,
economic responsibility and social responsibility,
develop still greater consciousness of the need
to maintain political integrity, think in big-picture
terms, follow the leadership core, and keep in
alignment, follow and serve national strategies,
and foster responsible image of SOEs.
——Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC

Implementing Pilot Reform of State-Owned Investment Companies

14

Serving Major National Strategies

17

Promoting Supply-Side Structural Reform

16

Features：Promoting Mixed-Ownership Reform

18
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Implementing Pilot Reform of State-Owned Investment Companies
Since it was selected as a pilot unit for restructuring State-owned investment companies in 2014, SDIC has
earnestly learned and implemented the spirit of the important instructions of General Secretary Xi Jinping
on SOE reform. Under the guidance of the SASAC of the State Council, SDIC carried out the spirit of the
“1+N” serial documents on SOE reform by constantly exploring the positioning, institution and mechanism,
and operating model of State-owned investment companies, thus gaining the pilot reform experience of
“Four Tests and One Strengthening”. Such experience, which can be copied and extended, is now widely
used as reference by both central and local SOEs.

clarified negative list of investment, constantly optimizing investment management system.

It has formulated operation guiding principle, constructed long-term effective mechanisms on operation
evaluation and structural adjustment.

Established linkage mechanism between performance appraisal and total wage distribution, introduced marketdistribution mechanism among authorized affiliated companies, further enhancing the incentive and guiding
role of performance appraisal and compensation distribution to corporate reform and development.

Test on Orientation

To solve the issue of what to do

Test on Mechanism

To solve the issue of how to do

Test on Supervision

SDIC has formulated merger and acquisition guiding opinions, revised investment guiding principle, and

oriented benchmarking system, deepened classified appraisal, and promoted the building of compensation

“Four Tests and One Strengthening”

Test on Management

Improving System and Mechanism

To solve the issue of how to manage
To solve the issue of how to effective supervise

Enhancing Supervision and Management
SDIC revised the “Three Importance and One Greatness” decision-making system, elaborating the decisionmaking procedure of major matters.

Advanced the building of institutional system of supervision, and set up supervision database, promoting the
orderly operation of supervision system.

Enhanced the coordination of auditing, inspection and Internal Board of Supervisors, leveraging the resultant
force of supervision.

Promoted the effective integration of the supervision and discipline inspection and the operation management,
Strengthen Party Building

To solve the issue of weakened, downplayed, hollowed
out, or marginalized Party building work

guaranteeing the effective implementation of the system that prevents corruption.

Constructed closed-loop management system for internal control, and built IT platform for risk management,
continuously strengthening risk prevention.

In 2017, SDIC completed the corporate reform of SOEs at various levels of the Group in a stable and orderly

manner, laying a foundation for the establishment of a well-regulated modern enterprise system. It conducted

comprehensive analysis and assessment on the implementations of reform plan, constantly optimized the functions
of headquarters, deepened classified authorization reform, advanced special reform plans, improved system and
mechanism, and enhanced supervision and management, further promoting the pilot reform work.

Issued compliance handbook, advancing the building of compliance culture.

Publicizing Reform Results
SDIC has broadcasted typical cases and experience relating to pilot reform through new media platforms,
working reports, and introduction of practices to central and local SOEs, and so on, striving to increase
influence and build a pioneer image of SOE reform.

Deepening Classified Authorization Reform

In 2017, more than 20 leading media organizations including Xinhua News Agency, CCTV, the People’s Daily, and
the Economic Daily covered the excellent experience of SDIC in implementing reform in a deep-going way.

SDIC has carried out evaluation on all of its second-level subsidiaries in an all-around way from 14 indicators

During the 19th CPC National Congress, Chairman Wang Huisheng shared the reform experience of SDIC on

competitiveness, classifying them into three categories of sufficient authority, insufficient authority and optimal

the Exploration and Practices of SOE Reform collection.

of four dimensions of external conductions, corporate governance, talent team building and corporate

CCTV’s influential program Dialogue, achieving good results. The reform results of SDIC were included into

management.

In 2017, SDIC adjusted the sufficient authority reform plans for SDIC Power Holdings Co.,Ltd. and China SDIC
Gaoxin Industrial Investment Co.,Ltd.

Conducted classified authorization management for SDIC Biotech Investment Co.,Ltd. SDIC Health Industry
Investment Co.,Ltd. and Rongshi International Holding Co.,Ltd.

Advancing Special Reform Plans
SDIC has prepared to establish an inspection and detection company, building the Group-level inspection and
detection platform.

It has promoted the real operation of SDIC Intelligent Technology Co.,Ltd.speeding up to enter the big data,
artificial intelligence, and other fields.

It has also set up SDIC Human Resources Services Co.,Ltd. exploring and advancing innovation in human
capital reform mechanism.

CCTV’s XinwenLianbo (Evening News Bulletin) broadcasted SDIC’s structural adjustment and SOE reform
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Promoting Supply-Side Structural Reform
As the “flexible hands” for the
development of national economy,
SDIC has constantly optimized
industrial structure, guided the
direction of social capital investments,
and used part of State-owned capital
to leverage more social capital to go
to the “lifeline” sectors and sectors
concerning people’s livelihood, to
serve national strategies.

Serving Major National Strategies

Accelerating Layout in “Lifeline” and “People’s
Livelihood” Sectors

As the only investment holding
company among central SOEs, SDIC
has insisted on following and serving

In recent years, SDIC has put its new investments mainly in clean energy industry such

national strategies like targeted

care, bioenergy and intelligent technology, the equity investment funds, and other

Xiong’an New Area, Made in China

strategies. In those new investments, 16 percent went to clean energy industry, 21

innovation, coordinated development

as hydropower and new energy, as well as strategic emerging industry including elderly

poverty alleviation, construction of

sectors which are in line with the direction of national strategies and its own corporate

2025, mass entrepreneurship and

percent to the strategic emerging industry, and 24 percent to financial business.

for the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region,
Yangtze River Economic Belt

Focusing on Developing Main Business

Development, Western Development,

In order to firmly address the problem of outdated and excess production capacities
in its stock assets which are not in line with its direction of development, SDIC has

successively completed its reorganization of and withdrawal from the shipping business

and the Belt and Road Initiative. It
constantly enhances investment
and technological support as well as

contributions to the readjustment of national strategic layout. In 2017, SDIC earnestly

and realizes win-win results and

and sectors, steadily improved the quality of its assets, and made outstanding

products for regional development,

implemented the decisions and plans of the SASAC regarding capacity reduction,

common development of the

the number of its State-owned subsidiaries, carry out restructuring, dispose “zombie
enterprises,” and handle those in difficult situations and losing money, efficiently

On April 1, 2017, the CPC Central Committee and the State Council issued a circular
on the establishment of the Xiong’an New Area in Hebei province. SDIC attached
great importance to the circular and decided that it will participate in the construction
of the new area, becoming one of the first to take this step among central SOEs. It
established the Office of the Leading Group for Xiong’an New Area, taking initiative to
work together with the new area in accelerating the implementation of related work.
At present, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Industrial Investment Fund, SDIC Merchants
Investment Management Co. and Xiong’an Office of Essence Securities Co. have been
approved to settle in Xiong’an New Area. As of the end of 2017, SDIC had reached
more than 20 preliminary cooperation plans in the fields of investment, finance, and
competitive industries of SDIC, laying a solid foundation for further cooperation.

layout in key areas, provides financial

and the coal business. This further advanced the coordination between industries

quality improvement and efficiency enhancement, and made great efforts to cut down

implements important decisions and plans for and supports
CASE SDIC
construction of Xiong’an New Area

enterprise and the regions in which
business is conducted.

Xiong’an Office of Essence

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei

Securities Co. became the

Industrial Investment Fund

first securities company to

became the first fund to settle

settle in Xiong’an New Area

in Xiong’an New Area

improving the operation quality and efficiency of its assets. In 2017, the Company

withdrew from 41 holding projects and 35 projects which it invested in, taking back

RMB3.4 billion; and accumulatively completed the cutting down of 89 holding projects,
accounting for 27 percent of the total projects.

After three years’ efforts

74%
51%

30%

The percentage of enterprises

The amount of

The number of enterprises

losing money under the Group

losses was reduced

suffering slight losses was

was reduced

reduced

Using Funds to Leverage Social Capital
SDIC has taken equity investment funds as an effective approach to enter strategic

emerging industry, an “incubator” to foster new industries and new business models,
and a “lever” to leverage social capital. As of the end of 2017, the size of SDIC’s

fund business has reached more than RMB150 billion, which could leverage about

RMB500 billion of social capital to enter strategic emerging industry. In the Yangtze

River Economic Zone, the Pearl River Delta, the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region and other
areas, the Company has established a number of project clusters in connection with

advanced manufacturing, environmental protection, health care, IT and other industries
through fund investments, and has fostered a number of key projects playing a role of
demonstration for industrial transformation.

In November 2017, Wang Huisheng, Chairman of SDIC, and his delegation paid a visit to Xiong’an New Area. A meeting was held there to
discuss the participation of SDIC in constructing Xiong’an New Area.
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Features

Promoting Mixed-Ownership Reform

Great responsibility behind little story
Mixed-ownership reform is a key link in SOE reform, and must be upheld
long term, especially in the new era.

The mixed ownership reform is an important breakthrough point for SOE reform in China. In the past 10

plus years, SDIC made positive efforts to drive the development of mixed-ownership model. Sticking to the
philosophy of “mutual development of both State-owned capital and private capital” and the key issue of

maintenance & appreciation of State-owned assets, SDIC paid close attention to the establishment of check-

--Wang Huisheng, Chairman of SDIC

and-balance mechanism in respect of equity, motivated owners of different forms of capital, boosted the

enterprises’ enthusiasm for development, and formed a community of interests featuring mutual investment.

At present, more than 80 percent of enterprises under SDIC are mixed-ownership enterprises, playing a role
of guiding State-owned capital and realizing coordinated development with social capital and private capital.
Statistics show that every RMB1 of investment by SDIC will leverage RMB3 of social investment, indicating

Co-investment of state-owned capital, private capital and
social capital
SDIC has taken equity investment funds as the most practical and convenient approach to realize

mixed ownership. China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment Co. is an important platform under SDIC
for developing equity investment funds. SDIC Fund Management Co. under China SDIC Gaoxin

Industrial Investment Co.is a typical mixed-ownership enterprise, with SDIC holding 40 percent of its

shares and other shareholders of diversified forms of ownership holding the remaining shares. China
SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment Co. invests in enterprises in the seed stage, the start-up stage,
the growth stage, the expansion stage and the mature stage through equity investment funds to

support the rapid development of hi-tech enterprises. For instance, in July 2017, BGI Genomics Co.,

a company invested by SDIC Fund Management Co., rang the IPO bell and went public, and reached

the investments made by SDIC play a leading role and have strong influence.

SDIC’s Exploration of Approaches for Boosting Development of Mixed Ownership System
Establishing mixed ownership enterprises in new projects invested by SDIC
In newly invested projects, SDIC attempts to establish modern corporate system, improve corporate

governance structure, and fully respect and guarantee the rights and interests of other shareholders.
Through equity holding, equity participation and other forms of equity investments, SDIC actively

cooperates with private enterprises, foreign companies and others in hope of realizing effective capital

integration of different types of ownership, bringing self-owned capital, industrial capital and social capital
together, and making capital a strong driving force.

a total market capitalization of RMB83.2 billion at the end of 2017.

Introducing strategic investors to drive development of mixed ownership in enterprises in which
SDIC has invested

In some wholly-owned projects and projects of which SDIC is the major shareholder, SDIC actively
introduces social capital as strategic investments to participate in reorganization of ownership and

restructuring, brings the advantages of capital of different types of ownerships into full play, and enhances
the vitality and marketization degree of invested enterprises.
Exploring realization of mixed ownership by using funds
To use funds as an important approach to enable cross-shareholding and integration of State-owned

capital, collectively owned capital and non-public capital, improve the diversified equity financing system,
efficiently raise social capital of different types of ownership, help other investors to make a good return

on their investments while achieving the maintenance and appreciation of State-owned assets through the

mechanism of “portfolio investment, professional management, diversification and regulatory operation,” in
hope of driving the development of mixed ownership economy.

Developing mix-ownership system by using various market-oriented approaches such as promoting
restructuring or IPO of individual enterprises

To promote restructuring or IPO of individual enterprises through capital market, in hope of making Stateowned equity to be actually shared by the public and realizing fundamentally mixed ownership.
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OPERATION WITH
INGENIOUS HEART

ASPIRATIONAL QUOTE
The core strategy of SDIC is focused on making
up the short board of beautiful life and setting
direction for emerging industry, which is not
only the corporate mission of an investment
company, but also a natural step for fulfilling
social responsibility.
——Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC

Industrial Transformation: Improving Quality and Enhancing Efficiency

22

Enhancing Work Safety Foundation

34

Innovation-Driven Development: Setting Direction for Emerging Industry

28

Managing and Governing Enterprise by Rule of Law

36

Constructing Win-Win Industry Chain

32

Features：Yalong River Hydropower Development Co.,Ltd. Wins National S&T Progress Award for 6th Time

38
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Industrial Transformation: Improving Quality and Enhancing Efficiency
SDIC has remained committed to the new development philosophy, constantly adjusted and optimized
its industrial structure, promoted transformation and upgrading, accelerated new and old kinetic energy
conversion, spared no effort to improve quality and enhance efficiency, and used practical actions to
make up the short board of beautiful life and set direction for emerging industry, striving to serve national
strategies, to meet the people’s needs for a better life, and to build itself into a world-class capital

Following the layout idea of “developing hydropower and thermal power businesses simultaneously, and making wind power and PV
power businesses complementary,” SDIC has focused on developing hydropower, wind power, PV power, and other clean energy
sources.
SDIC carried forward the development of the hydropower plant project located on the middle reach of Yalong River, and planned to
build a clean energy base along the basin where wind power, PV power and hydropower complement each other.
SDIC made positive progress in wind power, PV power and other clean energy projects in Qinghai, Yunnan, Guangxi and other
places.
Unremittingly serving national
energy transportation strategy, SDIC
explored ways to promote integration
of the port assets of central SOEs
through multiple channels, based on
its positioning as a comprehensive
integrated transportation operator
and comprehensive energy logistics
service provider, to drive innovative
development.

investment company with international competitiveness.

Promote integration and linkage of fund-based

Focus on developing energy industry with

investment and holding purpose investment,

electricity as the core and transport

and focus on developing advanced
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financial businesses, and steadily conduct
engineering design, asset management,

environmental protection,
biomass energy, and so on

Focus on overseas direct
investment, international

contracting for construction,
international trade, and so on

SDIC boosted transformation and
development through investing
in strategic rare minerals and
relevant industries.
Jincheng Gold Metallurgy Project,
SDIC Fujian Urban Recycling
Resources Co.,Ltd. and Gotoo
Interconnection (Beijing)
Investment Fund Management
Co.,Ltd. and other new projects
were successfully implemented.
The Zu 202 Well of SDIC
Chongqing Shale Gas
Development & Utilization Co.,Ltd.
located at the west of Chongqing
was successfully crushed and
began to produce high-yield
shale gas flows, which marked a
significant milestone of the shale
gas business of SDIC.

consulting, property management, and so on

Further Optimization of Basic Industry Structure

In 2017, SDIC further optimized the structure of basic industry and carried out business transformation, new

project development, quality improvement and efficiency enhancement and other key tasks, and steadily boosted
transformation and development of the Company, giving full play to the leading and driving role of State-owned
capital in development of national economy.

Cargo throughput of SDIC
Newly-added installed

reached 180 million tons; it

capacity of SDIC reached

completed RMB1.138 billion

The mining sector realized

2.33 GW; it generated a

of capital construction,

operating revenue and

total of 128.9 billion kWh of

and investment in capital

profits of RMB4.048 billion

electricity, and the electric

construction stood at

and RMB461 million

power sector realized

RMB11.565 billion; and the

respectively

profits of RMB7.5 billion

transport sector realized
profits of RMB438 million
SDIC-VopakYangpu Tank Terminal

Energy Industry

The Port of Meizhou Bay invested by
SDIC was included in the reserve of key
projects of the Belt and Road Initiative,
and its Phase I coal terminal has been
approved for opening.

Strategic
Rare mineral
Subsistence
Development

Transport
Industry

The 70,000-ton coal terminal renovation
project of SDIC Qinzhou Port Co.,Ltd.
was completed successfully, which
symbolized that it could deliver services
as allowed by its designed loading and
discharging capacity.
The safe and successful delivery of the
400,000-ton national strategic petroleum
reserve in two batches by SDIC-Vopak
Yangpu Tank Terminal Co.,Ltd. and
China ZhenHua Oil Co.,Ltd. during their
first cooperation symbolized SDICVopak Yangpu Tank Terminal Co.,Ltd.
was formally listed as one of the national
strategic petroleum reserve terminals.
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SOEs, but also ranks among the

Breakthrough Development of Strategic Emerging
Industry

first in equity investment fund

SDIC has taken industrial investment fund as an effective approach of fostering and

The equity fund sector of SDIC is
not only the pioneer among central

industry in China. As a prominent,
widely recognized, influential
and competitive fund brand,
the equity fund has played a
benchmarking role in leading

developing strategic emerging industry, leveraging the role of State-owned capital and
supporting industrial development.

self-discipline.

From asset management to capital management, and from purchasing securities companies to building financial holding
platform, SDIC has always abided by the principles of strictly controlling risks and making progress while maintaining
stability, and steadily developed financial and service industry, striving to achieve the goal of high-quality and stable
development.

In 2017:

As of the end of 2017:

Total assets of financial and service sector reached
RMB234.229 billion

industrial development and set up
a role model image of corporate

Steady Development of Financial and Service Industry

Fund management size had

reached over RMB150 billion

——Shen Zhiqun

About RMB500 billion of social

Total profits stood at RMB5.937 billion

strategic emerging industry

Had 4 controlled companies on A-share market

capital can be guided into

Had 1

President of Venture Capital and

Had 1 controlled company on NEEQ market

Among which, 3 were companies in financial and
service industry

Private Equity Committee under

Investment Association of China

Advancing
manufacturing
industry

SDIC has taken the lead to launch and manage the BeijingTianjin-Hebei Industrial Investment Fund, and prepared to set
up the Advanced Manufacturing Industrial Investment Fund
(Phase II)
SDIC has participated in the establishment and management
of SDIC (Shanghai) Scientific and Technological Achievements
Transformation Venture Capital Fund and SDIC BeijingTianjin-Hebei Scientific and Technological Achievements
Transformation Venture Investment Fund

Financial sector

Securities

Health care-related
industry

In December 2017, Hefei Scrap Car Integrated Utilization
Project (Phase I) was formally put into production, which was
the first project in production of SDIC in urban mining industry

SDIC Plaza Elderly Care Project and Guangzhou COMPLANT
Foreign Economic Plaza Elderly Care Project are in smooth
progress, and will be in service soon
SDIC has established cooperation relations with world’s leading
biomedical company AstraZeneca, jointly investing global
sophisticated biomedical research and development centers;
the initiative is of great importance for developing high-end
technologies, breaking industrial bottleneck, leading industrial
development, and so on

IT industry

Trust

SDIC has invested in big data industry, and set up China Health
and Medical Big Data Industrial Development Co.
SDIC Intelligent Technology Co. has increased investment
in Real Max, and the first project has been successfully
implemented

SDIC Taikang Trust Co.,Ltd. witness rapid and stable
growth of active management business, steady progress
of equity investment business, and breakthrough
development of supply chain finance; it was awarded
the“2017 Outstanding Wealth Management Brand
Award” by China Trust Industry Summit Forum

Insurance

Jintai Insurance Co.,Ltd. came out top among
comparable small- and medium-sized property
insurance companies on the “2017 China Insurance
Companies Market Value Rankings”

China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation was
approved to issue renewable corporate bonds, which
was the first of its kind in guarantee industry in China,
and successfully raised RMB2.5 billion, replenishing
equity capital
China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation
participated in the establishment of SDIC (Ningxia)
Internet Small Loans Co.,Ltd. (or Cloud Loan) jointly with
other parties; the company has obtained the internet
small loan license, helping SDIC further expand the
business layout in financial sector
China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation
was awarded the “2017 Junding Award for Financial
Institutions on NEEQ Market,”“2017 Star Enterprise on
NEEQ Market,” and “Best Corporate Governance Award.”

SDIC Taikang Trust Co.,Ltd. was formally approved
to conduct trust companies’ overseas financial
management business

SDIC has accelerated the development of investment business
in biomass energy; the 300,000-ton fuel ethanol project of SDIC
Bio-Energy (Tieling) Co. started construction, and the projects
in Heilongjiang, Jilin and Hainan provinces are in smooth
progress
The first integrated service institution for the elderly of SDIC has
been settled in urban area of Beijing

Guarantee

Essence Securities Co.,Ltd. was rated Class A in
classification of securities industry by China Securities
Regulatory Commission (CSRC)for eight years in a row

SDIC has taken the lead to invest the power battery project of
Contemporary Amperex Technology Co., “Lanjing-1”drilling
platform, and other advanced manufacturing projects

Environmental
protection-related
industry and new
energy industry

SDIC restructured and integrated SDIC Essence
(Holdings)Co.,Ltd. and SDIC Capital Holding Co.,Ltd. to
build financial holding platform for listed companies; the
direct financing of RMB8 billion was the largest single
financing of SDIC in capital market

Futures

Finance

SDIC Essence Futures Co.,Ltd. was rated Class AA in
classification of futures industry by China Securities
Regulatory Commission (CSRC) for two years in a row

SDIC Finance Co.,Ltd. was rated Class A in both
industry rating and regulatory rating

Service industry

Engineering
design

The Chengdu-based project of BOE Technology Group
Co.,Ltd. undertaken by CEEDI filled in the blank of the
sixth generation flexible display; and the project at
national Yangtze River base it undertook filled the blank
of main memory

Introduce new services, discover service highlights,
and improve customer satisfaction

Property
management

Consulting

Asset
management

The consulting arm of Guangxi Investment Group
Co.,Ltd. which was built with the help of and entrusted
to be managed by China National Investment
Consulting Co.,Ltd. was formally established

SDIC Fund Management Co.,Ltd. set up local asset
management companies and special opportunities
funds; and successfully obtained non-performing
asset disposal license from China Banking Regulatory
Commission (CBRC)
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CASE Restructuring SDIC Essence and SDIC Capital to build leading financial holding platform
In December 2017, SDIC Essence (Holdings) Co. Ltd. changed its name to SDIC Capital Co., Ltd. with
the approval from Shanghai Administration for Industry and Commerce. The restructuring and integration
of SDIC Essence and SDIC Capital enabled all the financial assets under SDIC to go public, and officially
made “SDIC Capital” a public financial holding platform under SDIC which runs securities, trust, futures,
funds, insurance and other businesses.
The use of the name “SDIC Capital” is in compliance with generally accepted industry practices, and the
name can more accurately embody its functions, business positioning and characteristics of the industry
in which it operates and enable it to use the economic and social values of “SDIC Capital” accumulated
over years, helping increase the market recognition and influence of the Company and driving strongly
the further development of financial business under SDIC. The change of name was an important step
toward the establishment of a leading State-owned financial holding platform following the successful
financing of RMB8 billion through directional add-issuance by SDIC Capital.

Active Promotion of International Business
SDIC, with a focus on the Belt & Road Initiative and relying on its own business development needs and

advantages, gives priorities to overseas direct investment, international project contracting, international trade

and other international businesses. It has been striving to build global partnerships and promote economic and
social growth in host countries (regions) with win-win value.

Major Projects of International Business in 2017 (Parts)
Overseas direct investment
SDIC Power Holdings Co.,Ltd. enhanced development of
international projects; the Coal-Fired Project the Phase I
(1*660 MW) in Banten of Indonesia was formally put into
operation, earning the first amount of money from investment
in overseas energy projects
SDIC’s overseas fund management platform, which is
based on Rongshi International Holding Co.,Ltd. and SDIC
Financial Leasing Co.,Ltd. was formally put into operation
Rongshi International Holding Co.,Ltd. granted Britishpound-denominated loans to U.K.-based Red Rock Power
Limited, a subsidiary of SDIC Power Holdings Co.,Ltd.
completing its first granting of British-pound-denominated
loans overseas

International contracting for construction
The OMO2 Sugar Factory Project undertaken by COMPLANT
in Ethiopia was put into production; the Kesem sugar factory
projects was formally handed over to the Owner and fruitful
results has been achieved
The Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory undertaken by COMPLANT
in Bangladesh was awarded Luban Prize for Construction
Project (Overseas Project), China’s top prize in construction
industry, for its outstanding construction quality, by China
Construction Industry Association

International business
SDIC International Trade Co.,Ltd. participated in the
“Philippines-China Enterprises Trade and Signing
Ceremony,” signing procurement contracts worth tens of
millions of dollars with enterprises of the Philippines
SDIC International Trade Co.,Ltd. successfully held the
29th China International Wool Trade Fair and
Information Conference

Other international businesses
The Polyus Gold Project of SDIC Mining Investment Co.,Ltd.
was approved
SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co.,Ltd. signed an investment
agreement with Poland’s Appol Group. After the completion
of the acquisition, SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co.,Ltd. will own
an overseas business entity for the first time.
YAPP Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd. actively developed
business in Brazil, and invested 25.5 million dollars to
establish YAPP Brazil Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd. further
expanding its overseas market
CEEDI signed strategic cooperation agreement with MCC
Overseas Ltd. to jointly develop international market

CASE SDIC receives international credit rating, issues first dollar-denominated corporate bonds
International credit ratings facilitating SDIC’s international operation
In April 2017, the three major international rating agencies, Fitch Ratings, Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s,

As of the end of 2017:

granted SDIC with sovereign and quasi-sovereign ratings respectively. The A+ credit rating granted by Fitch
Ratings to SDIC, equivalent to the sovereign credit rating it has granted to China, is the highest international

Total operating revenue of
international business reached
RMB

33.303

billion

Among which, total assets of
international business in the
countries and regions along the
Belt and Road routes reached
RMB

25.56 billion

Total assets of international
business stood

Taking a proportion of more

RMB

than

42.589 billion

76 percent

credit rating available for Chinese companies. Standard & Poor’s granted SDIC A+ credit rating, and Moody’s
A1 credit rating. The assignment of those high ratings represented a solid step towards accessing to global
capital markets and funding channels and setting a good international image.
First issuance of dollar-denominated corporate bonds overseas with subscription amount up to 7.8
billion dollars
On April 25, 2017, SDIC’s global pricing conference for first issuance of dollar-denominated corporate bonds
was held in London, one of the world’s financial centers. At last, the issuance reached one billion dollars
with intended orders worth 12 billion dollars and an effective subscribed amount of 7.8 billion dollars, 7.8
times of the subscribed size. The bonds were allocated to more than 200 investors. The successful issuance
of the dollar-denominated corporate bonds, the first show of SDIC in international debt capital market, is a
milestone for the development of the Company.

Thermal Power Project of SDIC in Banten, Indonesia
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Innovation-Driven Development: Setting Direction for Emerging Industries
SDIC has effectively implemented the strategy of innovation-driven development, leveraged its advantages as an
investment company, conducted innovation in investment model, participated in the setup and management of various
funds, guided the development of industrial funds, and promoted industrial transformation and upgrading, making
contributions to accelerating the building of modern economic system. It has constantly enhanced innovation capability
in science and technology, and boosted high-quality development, striving to provide technological guidance and driving
force for sustainable development of the industry.

Using Equity Investment Fund to Boost Innovation-Driven Development
Directing emerging industry is the new mission of SDIC. The Company has taken equity investment fund as an effective approach
to enter strategic emerging industry, guide investment direction of social capital, boost industrial transformation, increase capital

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
Venture Capital Fund
for Coordinated
Industrial
Development

The fund was formally set up and operated in September 2017 with an initial size of RMB10 billion. So far, it is the only industrial

Venture Capital
Fund for
Development
of Civil-Military
Integration

The fund was formally set up and operated in October 2017. It is the first civil-military integration fund in China, and the

investment fund with government participation that focuses on regional coordinated development. The fund is an important practice
to use innovative investment and financing mechanism to accelerate financial resources to move to advanced manufacturing field,
promote coordinated development of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and help build Xiong’an New Area.

only one jointly established by national ministries (commissions) and central SOEs. The initial size of the fund is RMB10
billion (SDIC contributes RMB1 billion to RMB2 billion and the rest will be raised from the public) and the long-term size
will reach RMB100 billion. Adhering to the principle of “guided by government and market-oriented operation,” the fund
focuses on maritime, space, cyberspace, and other strategic emerging fields, as well as sophisticated civil-military
technologies represented by artificial intelligence, biotechnology, new material, and new energy.

value, promote advanced manufacturing industry, the commercialization of outcomes of science, technology and innovation, and the
development of civil-military integration, so as to serve national strategies, and promote better and faster development of the economy.

receives international credit rating, issues first
CASE SDIC
dollar-denominated corporate bonds
In May 2017, the extraction of natural gas hydrate (combustible ice) organized and implemented by
China Geological Survey of the Ministry of Natural Resources achieved great success. Blue Whale 1, the

Funds Established and Managed by SDIC (Part of the List)
Advanced
Manufacturing
Industry
Investment Fund

The fund was formally set up and operated in June, 2016 with an initial size of RMB20 billion. It focuses on investing in
advanced manufacturing industry, and major projects relating to upgrading and business layout of traditional industry,
aiming at accelerating cultivation and development of advancing manufacturing industry and optimizing and upgrading
of traditional industry. As of the end of 2017, the investment amount of the signed projects had reached 86 percent of
the available investment amount of the fund; those projects basically covered nine fields of high-end pharmaceuticals,
high-end medical devices, intelligent manufacturing, industrial robotics, new energy vehicles, new material, rail transit
equipment, modern agricultural machinery, high-end vessels and marine engineering equipment which are situated in
Jiangsu, Zhejiang and other 10 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions.

National Venture
Capital Guide
Fund for Emerging
Industries

The fund was jointly set up by the Ministry of Finance, SASAC, and social investors including SDIC and formally operated

SDIC (Shanghai)
Venture Capital
Fund for Technology
Transfer and
Commercialization

The fund was jointly set up by the Ministry of Science and Technology and SDIC and formally operated in February 2017

in January, 2017 with a size of RMB20 billion. 80 percent of the fund will be invested in venture capital funds engaged in
start-up stage and early to mid-stage investment of emerging industries and 20 percent will be directly invested in growth
enterprises in emerging industries.

with an initial size of RMB10 billion. SDIC contributed RMB2.1 billion and the National Fund for Technology Transfer
and Commercialization contributed RMB2 billion. The fund, or “Major Special Project Fund” for short, serves national
innovation strategy, focuses on commercialization of major outcomes of science and technology, and is an important
platform for China to accelerate the transfer and commercialization of science and technology achievements by the
force of market. It is also the sub-fund that gained the largest contribution by National Fund for Technology Transfer and
Commercialization on single investment up to now.

SDIC Beijing-TianjinHebei Venture Capital
Fund for Technology
Transfer and
Commercialization

The fund or “Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Fund” for short was formally set up and operated in February 2017 with an initial size of
RMB1 billion. SDIC Gaoxin contributed RMB395 million, and National Fund for Technology Transfer and Commercialization
contributed RMB200 million. The fund has been included into the “Special Plan for Science and Technology Innovation
for Coordinated Development of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region” with two strategic themes of the coordinated development
of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and transfer and commercialization of science and technology achievements. In 2017, the
fund focused on four key fields of advanced manufacturing, electronic information, energy and environmental protection,
and biomedicine, striving to promote enterprises with strong innovation capability and market competitiveness in BeijingTianjin-Hebei region to realize transfer and commercialization of science and technology achievements.

ultra-deep-dual-rig -semi-submersible drilling platform, was designed and built independently by Yantai
CIMC Raffles Offshore Limited (CIMC Raffles), representing the highest level of this type in the world.
In December 2016, the advanced manufacturing industrial investment fund jointly financed by SDIC and
managed by SDIC Fund Management invested RMB1 billion for equity participation in CIMC Raffles.
The funding was designated to develop, manufacture and operate marine engineering equipment, such
as Blue Whale 1, in order to improve CIMC Raffles’s R&D, design and assembly capability, make new
breakthroughs in the localized manufacturing of key equipment and accelerate mass entrepreneurship
and innovation. In the future, the fund, dedicated to enhancing the core competence of Chinese
enterprises in marine engineering field, will expand investment in marine industry.
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Enhancing Innovation Capability in Science and Technology

SDIC has attached importance to the building of science and technology talent pool, and continuously

SDIC has constantly enhanced science and technology innovation management, promoted

2017, SDIC had a total of 75 high technology talents.

integration of industrialization and informationization, and boosted corporate development

advantages in an innovative manner, building China into an innovative country. In 2017, the
investment of SDIC in science and technology reached RMB640 million.

Science and Technology Innovation Management System

introduced high-tech talent, gradually constructing a high-level science and technology talent pool. In

High technology talented people introduced by SDIC in 2017:

1 academician of China Academy

of Engineering

SDIC has further improved science and technology management system from project management,

60 people with special government allowances

incentives, achievement commercialization, and protection of intellectual property rights, aiming

from the State Council

at stimulating innovation and creating a good innovation environment. In 2017, SDIC enhanced

shadow management of key projects, completed the acceptance check of seawater desalination

and microalgae projects, the handover of management of Microalgae Biotechnology Center, and the

Commercialization of Outcomes of Science, Technology and Innovation

seawater desalination project.

In 2017, SDIC achieved fruitful results in the aspects of patent, major science and technology award.

Science and Technology Innovation Platform and Talent Pool Building

the 19th China Excellent Patent Award. In January 2018, the research project of “Key Technologies

SDIC has formed the national-level innovation platform consisting of one national quality

led by Yalong River Hydropower Development Co., Ltd., a member enterprise of SDIC, won the

national technology innovation demonstration enterprises, and the provincial/ministerial-level

13 prizes of this type.

three provincial engineering technology centers. It has enhanced the technological research in

Integration of Industrialization and Informationization

development of its businesses.

SDIC has effectively implemented “Made in China 2025”, “Internet Plus” and other national strategies,

patent transfer of seawater. It also invited several batches of experts to help tackle the problems of

It obtained 167 pieces of authorized patents, among which 29 were patents for invention, and won

supervision and inspection center, three national enterprise technology centers, and three

innovation platform consisting of nine high-tech enterprises, one provincial key laboratory, and
quality inspection and R&D of biomass energy, providing technological support for sustainable

National-level
innovation platforms

Provincial/ministeriallevel innovation
platforms

for Extremely Large Deep Buried Headrace Tunnel: A Case Study of Jinping II Hydropower Station,”
second prize of 2017 National Awards for Science and Technology Progress. By now, SDIC has won

vigorously promoted integration of industrialization and informationization, and advanced innovations

National quality supervision and
Inspection Center

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute Co.,Ltd.

National enterprise
technology centers

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute, YAPP Automotive Systems
Co. and SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co.,Ltd.

National technology innovation
demonstration enterprises

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute, YAPP Automotive Systems
Co. and SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co.,Ltd.

High-tech enterprises

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute, Beijing Century Benefits
Co.,Ltd., A+E Design Co.,Ltd., S.Y. Technology, Engineering & Construction
Co.,Ltd., China Electronics Center for Engineering Research, Test & Appraisal,
YAPP Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd., Beijing Tongyizhong Specialty Fiber
Technology & Development Co.,Ltd., China National Complete Plant Import &
Export Corporation Co.,Ltd., Ltd., and SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co.,Ltd.

Provincial key laboratory

Beijing Key Laboratory : Microalgae Bio-energy and Resources

Provincial engineering
technology centers

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute (two units), and YAPP
Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd.

in production, management and service, striving to improve quality and efficiency.

Baiyin Wind Power becomes the first enterprise in China to realize centralized remote control of
CASE SDIC
cross-provincial new energy stations
In November 2017, the Xinjiang and Gansu remote monitoring projects of the Centralized Control Operation Center under SDIC
Baiyin Wind Power was put into trial operation, symbolizing the realization of centralized remote control over new energy stations in
different regions. It lays a solid foundation for the enterprise to realize centralized remote control across China, creates a intelligent
management mode, and sets an example for other centers of its kind in China.
The establishment of the Centralized Control
Operation Center made it possible to conduct
centralized remote operation and production
control of wind farms and PV power stations,
as well as comprehensive data analysis and
unified maintenance. It can also conduct
centralized monitoring and diagnosis of the fan

China Electronics Engineering
Design Institute Co.,Ltd.

was titled as Industrial Energy
Conservation and Green
Development Assessment Center
by the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology

turbines, PV and booster systems in different
YAPP Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd.
participated in the National VI standard
preparation work and won recognition
for its outstanding contributions

China National Complete
Plant Import & Export
Corp.,Ltd. was rated as an
high-tech enterprise

control systems under the same platform
with less workers; transmit on a real-time
operation, and produce data to the center for
centralized processing and optimize allocation
of resources, so as to effectively improve the
management of the stations and the working
environment of employees.

In 2017
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Constructing Win-Win Industry Chain
SDIC has actively built industry
chain while maintaining corporate
development. It implements
accountability procurement to
enhance supplier management and
conduct strategic cooperation, striving
to achieve win-win results.

Building Accountability Supply Chain
Promoting Accountability Procurement
According to the principles of fairness, justice, openness, integrity and honesty,

SDIC has constantly enhanced procurement management, and conducted “sunshine
procurement,” promoting high-efficient, regulatory and transparent operation of

Conducting Strategic Cooperation
Insisted on the idea of mutual benefits, SDIC has actively enhanced communications, exchanges and cooperation
with governments, enterprises, colleges and universities, in hope of establishing cooperation platforms which

can give full play to the resources and advantages each party has and drive mutual development. In 2017, SDIC
signed strategic cooperation agreements with ministries, commissions, central SOEs, local governments, local
enterprises, colleges and universities.

corporate procurement. In 2017, SDIC improved the functions of e-procurement

platform, regulated project contracting business procurement, conducted research on
projects under construction, and strengthened supervision of elderly care projects,
striving to advance procurement management level.

CASE SDIC e-procurement platform receives highest national recognition
In October 2017, the e-procurement platform of SDIC
successfully passed national electronic certification
system, and received the three-star certification from
the transaction platform of national e-bidding system,
marking that SDIC e-procurement platform has
reached the highest national certification standards in
technical security, system management and platform
operation. As of the end of 2017, 62 units had settled

Strategic Cooperation Conducted by SDIC in 2017 (Parts of the List)
Ministries and commissions
Further deepened strategic cooperation with the NDRC, and took the lead to establish national intelligent vehicle
innovation development platform company
Signed comprehensive strategic cooperation agreement with the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
(MIIT) to carry out in-depth cooperation in the establishment of national manufacturing innovation center, development
of intelligent health and elderly care industry and civil-military integration, which will become an important platform
through which MIIT effectively implements the strategies of building China into a manufacturing power and a country
with strong cyber technology
Signed comprehensive strategic cooperation agreement with the National Energy Administration to carry out
comprehensive strategic cooperation in deepening the supply-side structural reform of energy industry
Signed strategic cooperation agreement with the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and
Quarantine to carry out the strategy of transforming China into a manufacturer of advanced and quality products.
Promoted the implementation of the national health and medical care big data project with the National Health and
Family Planning Commission, and co-funded a platform company

in the e-procurement platform and over 11,000
suppliers had registered in the platform; 16,290
transactions had been completed and the transaction
amount had reached RMB10.26 billion.

Enhancing Supplier Management
Through formulating supplier management system, optimizing dynamic quantitative
appraisal system, and conducting supplier trainings, SDIC has enhanced supplier
management, and improved professional capabilities and social responsibility
consciousness, realizing common development with suppliers. In 2017, the
Company completed annual appraisal for over 9,000 suppliers.

Local governments
Signed strategic cooperation framework agreement with the People’s Government of Jilin Province to carry out
cooperation in financial services, biofuel ethanol, advanced manufacturing and strategic emerging industry, reform
of SOEs, grain trading, natural gas storage and transportation facilities, health and elderly care services, poverty
alleviation and other fields
Signed strategic cooperation framework agreement with the People’s Government of Guizhou Province to enhance
comprehensive cooperation in poverty alleviation through industrial development, tourism with local characteristics, big
data, medical, elderly care and health industry, reform of SOEs, mining, and financial services
Signed strategic cooperation framework agreement with the People’s Government of Wuhan City to focus on the
projects in financial services, medical, elderly care and health industry, advanced manufacturing, poverty alleviation
through industrial development in old revolutionary base areas, urbanization, and reform of SOEs

Central SOEs
Signed strategic cooperation framework agreement with China Grain Reserves Corporation to carry out comprehensive
cooperation in national grain reserves, futures, logistics, bio-energy, finance, and poverty alleviation through industrial
development
Signed strategic cooperation framework agreement with Aviation Industry Corporation of China to carry out
comprehensive cooperation in resources integration, new industries, funds, advanced manufacturing, engineering
construction, international business and other fields
Signed strategic cooperation framework agreement with China COSCO Shipping Corporation to carry out
comprehensive cooperation in shipping, financial services, health and elderly care and strategic emerging industries

Local investment companies
In 2017, China National Investment Consulting Co. held the first pilot training for SDIC
e-procurement platform bidders and suppliers

Advanced strategic cooperation with local investment companies, and jointly initiated the PCSIC M&A Fund to establish
resource sharing platforms
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Enhancing Work Safety Foundation

2015

2016
97.6

SDIC has effectively implemented
work safety by adopting work
safety responsibility system
and standards, enhanced the

education and training programs
regarding work safety, so as to
improve work safety management
level and safeguard the safety of
employees and production.

96.9

1,039

96.7

Improving Work Safety Responsibility System

650

715

In 2017, SDIC further improved clarification of duties, management by objectives,
performance assessment to guarantee work safety of the Company.

prevention and control of work
safety risks, and carried out

2017

Clarifying the responsibilities and duties of Leading Party Members Group

Rectification rate of projects with

Number of work safety

potential risks (%)

emergency drills (time)

Party organizations at various levels of the Group effectively implemented the requirements
of ensuring that both CPC committees and business units are held accountable and that
officials take responsibility for workplace safety in performing their duties, held regular work
safety meetings, conducted research on key issues relating to work safety, and regulated
the recording of performance of work safety responsibilities.

Implementing management by objectives
With the “Management Measures on Work Safety Objectives” and other three regulations
being revised, all the subsidiaries and invested enterprises under the Group demanded
work safety responsibility agreements at all levels to be signed, establishing a strict work
safety responsibility system

Enhancing work safety assessment
The Group strictly implemented the work safety performance assessment system, defined in
detail the work safety assessment indicators at different units, and made efforts to drive the
transition of work safety management from objective assessment to whole-process control;
and the subsidiaries enhanced work safety delicacy management
SDIC Communications Holding conducted work safety inspection to holding enterprises

Promoting Work Safety Standardization
SDIC has further promoted work safety standardization, requiring each and every
employee and the Company to meet various work safety standards, implemented

the system that enterprises are fully responsible for the work safety of the business

entity, and improved corporate work safety quality. As of the end of 2017, there were
72 enterprises under the Company meeting the requirements for the standardization
of work safety, among which 31 were first-level enterprises, 26 were second-level
enterprises, and 15 were third-level enterprises.

Strengthening Work Safety Education and Training
SDIC has effectively implemented the “Opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council on

Advancing the Reform and Development of the Work Safety Field,” carried out work safety management trainings,
conducted management skills competitions for work safety staff, promoted work safety education, and enhanced
corporate work safety culture building, comprehensively improving the work safety awareness of employees. In
2017, SDIC provided training programs for 24,403 person/times, with 22 participants from SDIC in the training
programs organized by the State Administration of Work Safety passing the examinations. Jingyuan Second

Power Co. was awarded the title of “Model Enterprise” of the national campaign of “Work Safety Month,” and SDIC
Caofeidian Port Co. was entitled the “National Demonstration Enterprise for Work Safety Culture Building.”

Enhancing Work Safety Risk Management

Indicator

In 2017, SDIC took the preliminary steps in establishing the dual system for preventing

2015

2016

2017

Number of participants of work safety
trainings (person-time)

34,784

24,682

24,403

Number of participants of trainings for
new employees (person-time)

9,305

9,793

9,203

inspection objectives of 200 percent over enterprises under them; carried out inspection

Number of participants of trainings for
persons chiefly in charge (person-time)

505

387

497

and dangerous chemicals. It completed the preparation and formulation of six special

Number of participants of trainings for special
operation personnel (person-time)

3,411

5,621

5,746

for emergency contact, and prepared for the work safety during major flood periods and in

Number of participants of trainings for safety
management personnel (person-time)

13,083

2,378

2,084

hidden safety risks, in which 50 percent of the objectives at key sectors were realized,

continuously enhancing safety supervision and inspection, and 45 invested enterprises

being inspected under its supervision. The Company conducted two safety inspections over
enterprises under its main sectors every year, urged its main sectors to achieve the safety
over eight key enterprises and special checks and corrections concerning fire prevention
plans for emergencies, conducted 1,039 times of emergency drills, set up We Chat group
extreme weather conditions.

SDIC’s first work safety management skill competition
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Managing and Governing Enterprise by Rule of Law
SDIC has effectively implemented
law-based governance. Guided by
the resolutions of the management
team, SDIC has made efforts
to enhance the construction of
the legal system of the Group,
to improve the level of legal risk
prevention, and advance the
development and training of legal
professionals, providing stronger
legal guarantees for the Group to
start a new journey for development
in a new era.

Promoting the Building of Rule of Law

Further Strengthening Legal Risk Management

SDIC has effectively implemented various tasks assigned under the “Implementation

SDIC has constantly enhanced legal risk management, carried out legal risk

different ways to fully identify and solve key issues in promoting rule of law, advanced law-

in connection with the Group in time, and strengthened post-event relief, building an

Program of SDIC on Comprehensively Promoting Rule of Law (2016-2020).” It has used
based corporate governance, issued “Implementation Measures of the Regulations on

Responsibilities of the Head of the Company as the Chief Responsible Person for Promoting

identification to eliminate major hidden legal risks, guided the disposal of major disputes
ever-improving legal risk prevention and control system.

Rule of Law,” and earnestly organized and carried out annual assessment of rule of law

promotion of subsidiaries and member enterprises, fully promoting rule of law in the Group.

Conducting Legal Popularization Campaign

Advancing Legal Service Level

SDIC issued the work plan for promoting rule of law in 2017 to guiding member

SDIC has steadily promoted the general counsel system, and carried out various kinds of

group to study “law-based corporate governance” and accomplished the intensive

the system of 100 percent examination of all contracts in terms of technical, financial and

the SASAC on legal system building. SDIC has established a good image of law-based

enterprises to carry out legal publicity activities. It held video conferences of the core

legal training programs to improve its legal team. It has enhanced the implementation of

media publicity activities, becoming one of the first batches of central SOEs selected by

legal perspectives at all levels, and promoted its legal team’s involvement in the key tasks

governance and operation in integrity.

in respect of reform, innovation and development, facilitating the Group to fully complete
restructuring and improving legal guarantees at all levels in the Group.

Controlling Risks by Auditing and Supervision
Established three-level system of management measures of supervision system,

management measures of auditing and supervision, and specifications and guidelines
of auditing and supervision; drafted rules and regulations of the Company such as

management measures of supervision system and implementation rules of supervision
and assessment; revised internal auditing measures and management of supervisors;

drafted a number of work specifications on financial responsibility auditing, performance
of duties by internal auditors.
SDIC held a legal training session for employees in September 2017

Completed 135 supervision plans in 2017.

Effective Implementing Compliance Management Work
SDIC has attached great importance to compliance management by issuing the “Compliance
Manual” and compliance publicity, so as to improve employees’ compliance awareness. It

has made substantial progress in promoting the idea of “compliance guarantees steady and
sustained growth” among employees.

Organized follow-up auditing of problem rectification, carried out overall rectification of
problems not rectified in the previous years and those identified in the year, promoted
the removal of problems rectified from the list.

Implemented the auditing and supervision reporting system, and ran the auditing and
risk management committee.

Optimized auditing team, put the full-time supervisors into the payroll of legal team for

unified management, gave full play to the role of supervisor and auditors, and assigned
people to participate in inspection tours.

Focused on the building of auditing team, and strengthened the cultivation of key
talented people.

Explored in-depth coordination of auditing team, inspection team and internal board of
supervisors, adopted new auditing model of overseas projects, and linked supervision
Compliance Manual

Compliance manual release conference

with subsidiaries.
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Features

Yalong River Hydropower Development Co., Ltd. Wins
National S&T Progress Award for the 6th Time

Jinping Hydropower Station in their eyes
Every time you ask a professional, whether in a design, construction or supervision company or a reputable member of Chinese
Academy of Engineering specialized in hydropower engineering the question: “By far, which hydropower construction work in

China were carried out in the most dangerous environment and met the most difficult technical and management problems?” You
will always get the same answer: “It is Jinping.” A reporter with Xinhua News Agency said wittily: “Harsh construction conditions,
dangerous working environment, and hard technical and management requirements are the ‘three big meals’ for the staff of

YalongRiver Hydropower Development. The hydropower construction work at Jinping is famous not only because of a number

of world-class problems which will be met in building a dam with the highest altitude and the largest hydraulic engineering tunnel

The construction of the Jinping II Hydropower Station breakthroughs a number of world-class technological challenges, and makes
innovative achievements, which not only guaranteed the completion of the work, but also were widely used in water conservancy
and hydropower, mining, transportation and other engineering fields, bringing over RMB8 billion of sales in the past three years.
The Jinping Underground Laboratory is China’s first and world’s deepest underground laboratory. It contributes a lot in the
research of critical, basic and cutting-edge subjects and brings about obvious social and economic benefits.
Four world-class technological
challenges

Four innovative technologies

Largest and extremely deep
buried tunnel cluster
in the world

Created the integrated technological system for forecasting, preventing and controlling
strong rock bursts in extremely deep buried super-large tunnels, and overcame the
safe tunnel construction problem at strong rock burst areas with super-high crustal
stress of 100 MPa

Highest underground water
pressure actually measured in
hydropower project in the world

Put forward the complete technology for forecasting, pre-alarming, preventing and
controlling floods due to sudden gushes of karsts with super-high pressure and in
large volume, and solved the problem of efficiently handling mass water flow of above
1,000 meters long with super-high water pressure gushed from the underground

received the award. The winning of the award not only was an recognition of the efforts made by the staff, but also a great power

Construction of rare and
extremely deep buried tunnels
in the world

Created the design methods of extremely deep buried super-large tunnels, and solved
the world-class problem of construction of super-large tunnels under the coupling
effects of super-high crustal stress and super-high external water pressure

Great responsibility behind little story

Complex transient water flow

Created innovative design, regulation and control methods of the mechanical-electrical
integrated system of large-scale diversion power generation system, and made the
safe, stable and flexible operation of the large-flow long diversion-type power station

cluster, but also is well known for the steep valleys, abysses and cliffs, and extremely harsh conditions. Mr. Pan Jiazheng,

academician of both the Chinese Academy of Engineering and the Chinese Academy of Sciences, once described Jinping project
as “Steep cliffs stand beside the river as if being split by an axe, and the zigzag road goes through holes like a rope.”

The harsh construction conditions and the dangerous working environment of the Jinping hydropower works are only temporary,
but the hard technical problems remain all the time. If it weren’t being persistent, fearless and and eager to be innovative, the
strikingly outstanding miracles would have not been created. In January 2018, Yalong River Hydropower Development under

SDIC took the lead in submitting the research project of “Key Technologies for Extremely Large Deep Buried Headrace Tunnel:

A Case Study of Jinping II Hydropower Station,” which was awarded the National Awards for Science and Technology Progress.
It was the 6th time for Yalong River Hydropower Development to obtain the award, and the first time the company initiated and
to stimulate them to keep going forward.

Located at the Jinping River bend on the Yalong River, the Jinping II Hydropower Station has an installed capacity of 4.8 GW, and
is the key project for West-East electricity transmission, playing a critical role in driving Western Development and optimizing the

structure of electric power sources. The station uses four extremely large deep buried headrace tunnels in extremely geologically
complex area above 2,000 meters long at the Jinping River bend of the Yalong River. As the diversion type station with the

largest installed capacity and the most complex technical conditions in China, the project advanced greatly the scientific and

Yalong River Hydropower Development wins National S&T Progress Awards for Six Times

technological progresses in the field with its technical achievements, and was written in to the “13th Five-Year Plan for Electricity

Award-winning projects

deeply buried underground works in China.

Development and Application of New Technologies in Flood Discharge of High Dams

2009/Second Prize

Research and Application of Key Technologies in Optimizing Operation of Complex
Hydropower Energy Systems

2010/Second Prize

Key Technologies for Advanced Forecasting, Quantitative Identification and Disaster
Prevention and Control of Unfavorable Geologies such as Water Bearing Structures
in Tunnels

2011/Second Prize

Mechanism and Safety Evaluation Methods of Damage to High Dams due to Dynamic
and Static Overload Conditions

2012/Second Prize

Mechanism and Key Technologies for Pre-Alarming and Dynamic Regulation and
Control of Development of Disasters due to Highly Stressed Hard Rocks

2013/Second Prize

Key Technologies for Extremely Large Deep Buried Headrace Tunnel: A Case Study of
Jinping II Hydropower Station

2017/Second Prize

Development” as an example of technological breakthroughs. This project plays a big role in demonstrating the construction of

Four extremely large deep buried headrace tunnels; the tunnel cluster is the deepest and the largest of its kind in the world

Year/Grade level
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PROTECTION WITH
DEDICATED HEART

ASPIRATIONAL QUOTE
To develop green industry is the fundamental
approach to solve environmental pollution.
——Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC

Developing Clean Energy

42

Protecting Biodiversity and Ecological Environment

48

Boosting Green Finance

45

50

Advancing Energy-Saving, Emission Cut, and Carbon Reduction

Features：Promoting Construction of Fuel Ethanol Projects to
Drive Development of Biomass Energy
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During the “13th Five-Year Plan” period, Yalong River Hydropower Development

Developing Clean Energy

Co.,Ltd. will actively expand its business in wind power, PV power and other new
energy sources based on its main business, and build a clean energy demonstration

SDIC has constantly optimized energy mix, focused on clean energy such as hydropower, wind power,
PV power and biomass. It carried out innovative and comprehensive supplementary clean energy
development mode of wind power, PV power and hydropower, injecting strong dynamism into the green
and low-carbon transformation in China’s national energy mix.

base with a total designed installed capacity of 60 GW, the largest base integrating
wind power, PV power and hydropower in the world. This base will make great
contributions to the implementation of the West-East electricity transmission and the
economic and social development of the ethnic minority areas in southwest China.
Developing wind power and PV power to build world-class clean energy
demonstration base

In 2017:

Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture and

80 wind power stations will
be built along the Yalong
River

Estimated install capacity

12.61GW

25 PV stations will be built
along the Yalong River

Panzhihua City along the Yalong River are located in a region in western Sichuan where
Holding installed

Installed capacity

Installed capacity

power business

reached

reached

capacity of electric
reached 31.62 GW

of thermal power

13.76 GW

16.72

Newly installed

Installed capacity

service reached

reached

capacity placed in

of thermal power

2.23 GW

2 GW

Newly approved

installed capacity
reached

50 MW

of hydropower
GW

wind power, PV and
other new energy
sources reached

1.14 GW

0 GW

Proportion of

installed capacity
of clean energy

reached 56.48 %

Proportion of newly

and other new energy

capacity of clean

sources reached

and PV power generation facilities. Yalong River Hydropower Development is making
efforts to expand its business in wind and PV power so as to build a world-class clean
energy demonstration base.
According to the preliminary planning, 80 wind power stations with an estimated installed
capacity of 12.61GW and 25 PV stations with an estimated installed capacity of 18.16

Installed capacity of

Installed capacity of wind power, PV power
hydropower was

wind and solar resources are rich, and therefore have good conditions to build wind power

Installed capacity of

increased installed

GW will be built along the Yalong River. The estimated total installed capacity of the wind
power and PV power stations will be more than 30 GW, which equals to building of another
Yalong River.

energy reached

335.5 MW

14.37%

Proportion of

Installed capacity of wind power, PV power and other new
energy sources reached 50 MW

newly approved

installed capacity
of clean energy

reached 100%

Hydropower
SDIC has given priority to develop hydropower, and constantly conducted innovation to increase proportion of

hydropower in its electric power business. Currently, SDIC has three holding hydropower companies in production,
that is, Yalong River Hydropower Development Co.,Ltd. in Sichuan Province, southwest China; SDIC Yunnan
Dachaoshan Hydropower Co.,Ltd. in Yunnan Province, southwest China and SDIC Gansu Xiaosanxia Power
Co.,Ltd. in Gansu Province, northwest China.

is building the largest clean energy demonstration base of wind power,
CASE SDIC
PV power and hydropower
The main business of Yalong River Hydropower Development is hydropower generation. It is fully responsible
for the construction and management of cascade hydropower stations on the Yalong River as authorized
by the NDRC, and is the only company authorized by the State to Yalong River Hydropower Development
Co., Ltd. ,a holding company of SDIC, as the sole developer in the river basin. A total of 22 cascade stations
have been designed along the main stream of the Yalong River, with a total installed capacity of 30 GW. At
present, the total installed capacity has reached 14.7 GW.

Setting up Yalong River Joint Fund to promote building of clean energy demonstration base
In September 2017, the Yalong River Joint Fund was jointly set up by the National Natural
Science Foundation of China and Yalong River Hydropower Development Co., Ltd., aiming
at funding three research projects including “Technologies for Developing Renewable
Energy Consisting of Wind Power, PV Power and Hydropower,” which will greatly promote
the application of research findings to the building of the clean energy base. The fund
is the first one established by the National Natural Science Foundation of China with a
hydropower development enterprise and the only joint fund in Sichuan Province.

Estimated install capacity

18.16 GW
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Wind Power

Boosting Green Finance

SDIC optimized strategic layout to accelerate development of wind power. In 2017, the first

wind turbine of SDIC Dongchuan Wind Power II 48 MW Project in Yunnan Province realized
grid-connection; the first generating unit of Beikeliang 49.5 MW Wind Power Project in
Qinghai Province also realized grid-connection.

SDIC, in line with national policy on
green finance, has actively explored
green financing channels to provide
assistance for enterprises to

Installed capacity

49.5 MW

25 generating units in total
An annual average capacity

107 million kWh

CASE

First generating unit of SDIC Beikeliang wind power
project realizes grid-connection

achieve green, circular, and lowcarbon development.

up green finance platform to facilitate air pollution treatment in
CASE Setting
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region
In June 2017, the launch meeting of the “Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Air Pollution Prevention
and Treatment – I&G Investment and Financing Promotion Project” jointly set up by
the Asian Development Bank (ADB), SDIC and China National Investment & Guaranty
Corporation was held at SDIC. The project uses sovereign loans from ADB to establish
a green finance platform, and conducts special fund operation and management

In August 2017, the first generating unit of the 49.5MW Beikeliang wind power station

mainly by means of credit enhancement and fundraising by various kinds of financial

successfully realized grid-connection. The station, with an installed capacity of 49.5 MW,

instruments, aiming at Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei air pollution prevention and treatment to

is located in Dulan County, northwest China's Qinghai Province, and will have 25

improve air quality.

generating units in total with a designed capacity of 2 MW/unit and an annual average
capacity of 107 million kWh. Since the commencement of construction in October

The project, with a total investment of more than RMB27 billion, is one of the projects in

2016, the station has effectively implemented the idea of paying equal attention to

China with the largest funds from ADB. It covers energy-saving and emission reduction,

construction and operation, always insisted on the goal of generating units putting into

promotion of clean energy, recycling wastes to generate energy, and green transportation,

operation in compliance with high standards, and conducted strict control on work

focusing on the substitution and consumption reduction of coal in key areas.

safety, quality, and environmental protection. All ensured the compliance with the

After the completion of the project, it is estimated that the consumption of standard

requirements for putting into operation.

coal and the emissions of CO2, flue gas, smoke dust, SO2 and NOX will be reduced by
about 40.20 million tons, 8.55 million tons (calculated based on the amount of carbon),
380 billion cubic meters, 780,000 tons, 510,000 tons and 360,000 tons respectively,
which will definitely improve the air quality of the region.

Read More
Green bond financing
instruments are the bonds
issued by non-financial legal
entities both in China and
abroad in the inter-bank debt
markets, with the money
raised to be invested in green
projects in connection with
energy-saving, environmental
protection, prevention and
control of pollution, resources
conservation and so on.

CASE First short-term green financing bond issued in China
In July 2017, the first green bond issued by Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric Power
Co.,Ltd.the first short-term green financing bond in China and the first green bond for
circular economy in thermal power industry in China, was successfully registered. In
August 2017, the Phase I short-term green financing bond to be issued in 2017 was
issued in the inter-bank market, which was the first of its kind issued in China.
Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric Power Co.,Ltd. was granted a registration limit of RMB1
billion for its short-term green bond, and issued RMB200 million worth of Phase I bond.
All the money financed in this way will be used in the 2* 1,000 MW supercritical CHP
units in Phase I of Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric Power.
The issuance of the Phase I short-term green financing bond will facilitate the
development of green economy in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region, provide a green
financing channel for circular economy enterprises in thermal industry and offer
experience for green development of thermal power industry in coastal areas.

In January 2017, the first wind turbine of SDIC Dongchuan Wind Power II 48 MW Project successfully realized grid-connection

PV Power
Newly increased stalled
capacity of PV power
reached

30

MW

SDIC has vigorously developed green energy, and promoted the building of PV power

projects in an orderly manner. In 2017, Yalong River Hydropower Development Co.,Ltd.
completed equity acquisition of two PV power stations in Huili and Mianning counties,

southwest China’s Sichuan Province, and the newly increased stalled capacity of PV power
reached 30 MW.
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Advancing Energy-Saving,
Emission Cut, and Carbon
Reduction

Installed Capacity Structure of SDIC

Environmental Performance of SDIC in 2017

Indicator

Spending on energy-saving and emission reduction reached

1.00419 billion, among which spending on “Three Simultaneities”
of environmental protection facilities was RMB332.45 million, spending

RMB

SDIC has insisted on green

on technological transformation for energy-saving was RMB248.6 million,
and spending on technological transformation projects for pollution

development, and spared no
effort to promote energy-saving,

423.14 million

emission cut, and carbon reduction

treatment was RMB

through enhancing management,

Transformation and upgrading relating to energy-saving and emission

conducting carbon trading, and

reduction of

26

developing circular economy. In
2017, there was no environmental

7 coal-fired generating units had been completed; and of the
20

coal-fired generating units that have been put into production,

Comprehensive energy consumption per RMB10,000 output value
increased by

1.97 percent

Emission of SO2 and NOX decreased by
respectively from 2016

43.5

Hydropower (%)

61.2

57.10

52.88

Wind power (%)

2.37

2.32

3.12

0.4

0.44

0.5

MZW Electric Power implements ultra-low emission
CASE SDIC-Genting
technical transformation

Transformation of #1 Generating Unit of Fujian Pacific Electric Co.,Ltd.” was released

45 percent and 39 percent

by Putian Environmental Protection Bureau on its official website, which marked
the successful accomplishment of the acceptance check of the ultra-low discharge

Standard coal consumption for power supply of coal-fired generating units

the completion of this major technological transformation project, which means that it

100

Electric Power Co.,Ltd. by the competent environmental protection authority. It took
238 days from the feasibility research and approvals from the competent authorities to

percent

307.1g/kWh, down 6.95 g/kWh year-on-year, equaling to save
307,100 tce of coal and reduce 798,300 tons of CO emission

Indicator
Installation of flue gas desulphurization systems
for coal-fired generating units (%)

is completed one year ahead of schedule. After the transformation, it is estimated that
the emission of NOX, SO2 and dust will be reduced by 500 tons, 300 tons and 135 tons

2

respectively every year.

2015

2016

2017

100

100

100

95

100

100

In 2017, SDIC constantly enhanced energy-

Installation of flue gas denitration systems for
coal-fired generating units (%)

carried out supervision and examination of it,

YoY change of SO2 emission (%)

-44

-38

-45

YoY change of NOX emission (%)

-50

-27

-39

technologies, and optimized energy structure.

40.14

In January 2017, the “Results of Acceptance Check of the Ultra-Low Discharge

was

conducted transformation of energy-saving

36.03

Thermal power (%)

transformation of the 2*393 MW coal-fired generating units of SDIC-Genting MZW

100

saving and emission reduction management,

2017 年

Installation of flue gas desulphurization systems for coal-fired generating
units reached
percent, and installation of denitration systems for
coal-fired generating units reached

Implementing EnergySaving and Emission
Reduction

2016 年

PV power (%)

have reached the ultra-low emission standards

accident occurred in SDIC.

2015 年

Thus it stabilized performance in energysaving and environmental protection.

Carry out supervision over and inspection of
energy-saving and environmental protection
Revised emergency plans for environmental accidents;
closely tracked, supervised and inspected energy-saving and
emission reduction transformation of thermal power facilities
to make sure it was implemented as planned; supervised and
inspected Beijing Tongyizhong Specialty Fiber Technology
& Development Co.,Ltd. SDIC Caofeidian Port Co.,Ltd. SDIC
Zhongmei-Tongmei-Jingtang Port Co.,Ltd. and SDIC Zhonglu
Fruit Juice Co.,Ltd. for their environmental performance, and
supervised and guided the rectification of problems found;
and organized and conducted awareness weeks on air
pollution prevention and control, screening of major hidden
environmental risks, energy-saving publicity activities, as well
as National Low-Carbon Day activities in the Beijing-TianjinHebei Region and the surrounding areas

Implement transformation of energy saving technologies
Constantly increased investment in energy-saving technology transformation
projects, with a focus on the upgrading and transformation of energysaving and emission reduction technologies of thermal power facilities, and
boosted performance of energy-saving and consumption reduction, as well
as environmental protection

Keep optimizing energy structure
Accelerated withdrawal from high energy-consuming and high-polluting
projects, developed projects in respect of clean energy, circular economy and
other industries which are in compliance with the Company's development plan
and national policies, and promoted energy-saving, emission reduction and
control of energy consumption and energy intensity.

SDIC Meizhou Bay No.2 Power Plant

Conducting Carbon Trading
SDIC has actively responded to national policies, promoted greenhouse gas emission

actions, conducted carbon trading, and strived to mitigate climate change, so as to make
contributions to the building of a beautiful homeland and advocate low-carbon lifestyle.
In the end of 2016, Xiamen Huaxia International Power purchased 80,000 tons of

carbon emission quotas. In April 2017, SDIC Power Holdings Co.,Ltd. held the launching
conference for the building of carbon trading management system & training seminar,
participating the full launching of national carbon trading market.

Will reduce NOX emission

500 tons every year
Reduce SO2 emission

300 tons every year

Reduce dust emission

135 tons every year
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Protecting Biodiversity and Ecological Environment
SDIC has attached importance to the protection of ecological environment by promoting the building of
ecological projects, protecting biodiversity and wildlife habitats, so as to reduce the negative impacts of
businesses on ecological environment.

CASE 1.8 million little fishes released into Yalong River for protecting fish resources

and harmonious co-existence of engineering work and environmental protection. Protections means are:
preserving fishes original habitats, conducting layered water taking in dams, discharging water to meet minimum
requirements for ecological protection, building fish reproduction stations and fish species resources bases, and
setting up artificial fish nests.
At present, Jinping-Guandi and Ertan-Tongzilin Fish Reproduction Stations are in operation, and Lianghekou
and Yangfanggou stations are under construction. The four stations will cover all the power stations at the upper,
middle and lower reaches of Yalong River.

On June 6, 2017, the third “National Fish Release Day,” the “2017 Yalong River Fish Reproduction and
Release Campaign” was carried out at the Tongzilin Hydropower Station, Ertan Hydropower Station, Guandi
Hydropower Station, JinpingI Hydropower Station, Jinping II Hydropower Station, Yangfanggou Hydropower
Station and Lianghekou Hydropower Station. More than 1.8 million special fishes were released into the
Yalong River including schizothorax wangchiachii, schizothorax dolichonema, schizothorax kozlovinikolsky,
percocyprispingi, schizothora xchongi, procyprisra baudi and other special fish species in the Yalong River.
Sticking to the principle of paying equal attention to development and protection, Yalong River Hydropower
Development Co.,Ltd. emphasizes environmental protection consciousness in carrying out construction work,
and promotes the ideas of improving the survival and reproduction of the original fish species in Yalong River

In 2017
more than

1.8 million special

fishes were released into the
Yalong River

To make the fish reproduction stations work well, Yalong River Hydropower Development Co.,Ltd. manages them
directly and explores key techniques of fish reproduction and fish release. The Jinping-Guandi station is the first
operating station which is directly managed and operated by its owners and is highly recognized by competent
environmental protection and fishery administration authorities for its breakthroughs in fish reproduction research
in China. Through unremittingly efforts, the Jinping-Guandi Hydropower Stations made breakthroughs in the
reproduction technologies of schizothora xwangchiachii, percocyprispingi, schizothorax dolichonema and other
commercially important fish species.
As of the end of June 2017, near seven million little fishes have been released into Yalong River, which effectively
protected the fish resources and improved the survival and reproduction of the fishes in Yalong River.
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Features

Promoting Construction of Fuel Ethanol Projects to Drive
Development of Biomass Energy

Great responsibility behind little story
The “Implementation Plan for Expanding the Production of Biofuel Ethanol and Use of Vehicle
Ethanol Gasoline” jointly issued by the NDRC, the National Energy Administration and other
13 departments in September 2017 defines the significance of expanding the production of

Path to success of biofuel ethanol of SDIC Biotech
Investment Co.,Ltd.

biofuel ethanol and use of vehicle ethanol gasoline. As a central SOE, SDIC actively responds

to the policy, and strengthens research of technologies to boost construction of biofuel ethanol
projects and drive development of biomass energy.

Biofuel ethanol, an energy which is covered in the list of strategic emerging industry in China, is a

renewable, widely used energy which can substitute much more gasoline than other energy sources
in the world. It is “green” by nature. The ethanol gasoline with biofuel ethanol added in a certain

percentage as quality modifying agent and oxygen generator for fuel, can bring sufficient burning and

Milestones of SDIC in Promoting Fuel Ethanol Projects

reduce the emissions of carbonic oxide and surface ozone so as to improve air quality.

SDIC Biotech Investment Co.,Ltd. is dedicated to the development of biofuel ethanol. The following
is the production process of ethanol gasoline using cassava as raw material: Conduct a whole

process management of the plantation of cassava, deliver the cassava which have been sliced,

press and dry to the fermentation shop, add denaturants at the ratio of 1:9 in volume as per relevant

In October 2013

national requirements to get denatured biofuel ethanol through a series of processes, deliver the

biofuel ethanol obtained to the vehicle ethanol gasoline shipping center, add it to MTBE-free blend

components of ethanol gasoline to get E10 vehicle ethanol gasoline, and finally repack it as E92, E95

In October 2016

The third trial operation of the biofuel ethanol from cassava project of SDIC Biotech Investment
with designed annual capacity of 150,000 tons was successfully conducted. The project, using
the fermentation method to produce biofuel ethanol, can reduce the consumption of coal and

electricity by 16,890 tons and 3.68 million kWh respectively and CODs and SO2 emissions by

Read More

sugarcane, cassava, and lignocelluloses. The production includes fermentation, distillation

of 150,000 tons was approved by the NDRC, and the main work of the project was commenced
in August 2014.

and E98 ethanol gasoline at gas stations for sale.

The raw materials for producing commercial biofuel ethanol in China mainly include corn,

The biofuel ethanol project of SDIC Biotech Investment Co.,Ltd. with designed annual capacity

41 percent and 73 percent respectively every year, in addition to more than RMB30 million of
costs saved every year.

In July 2017

and dehydration. Research shows that ethanol gasoline reduces the emission of PM2.5 by

The on-site promotion meeting of the biofuel ethanol project of SDIC Bio-Energy (Tieling)

Co.,Ltd. with designed annual capacity of 300,000 tons was held in the New Energy Industrial
Park of Diaobingshan Economic Development Zone. The project was the first biofuel ethanol

over 40 percent, comparing with regular petroleum.

project carried out by SDIC in northeast China, and was jointly invested by SDIC Biotech
Investment and Tiefa Coal Industry (Group).

In November 2017

A framework agreement of a 600,000 tons biofuel ethanol project was signed by SDIC Biotech
Investment, the People’s Government of Fujing City, Heilongjiang Province and Heilongjiang

Jinxiang Biochemical Co.,Ltd. in the hope of advancing development of biofuel ethanol industry,
improving air quality in urban areas, driving the development of local economy, and raising the
Fuel ethanol project of SDIC Guangdong Bio-Energy Co.,Ltd.

income of farmers.
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SERVING WITH
SINCERE HEART

ASPIRATIONAL QUOTE
SDIC doesn’t live in vacuum. We are doing
business is not only for profit but also for
harmonious coexistence with the society. As
an enterprise directly set up by the Central
Government, SDIC must take its own share
of responsibility in its country, and make
unremitting efforts to fulfill its due responsibilities
and obligations.
——Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC

Focusing on Employee Growth

54

Carrying out Youth Volunteer Services

61

Sincerely Contributing to Society

60

Features：Targeted Poverty Alleviation Facilitates Building of a
Moderately Prosperous Society in All Respects
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Focusing on Employee Growth
Employees are core assets for a company to achieve sustainable development. SDIC has always adhered to

Indicator

2015

2016

2017

Number of member enterprises joined
annuity scheme (enterprise)

47

38

40

to build a happy family-like atmosphere for employees and to increase cohesion of employees.

Proportion of member enterprises joined
annuity scheme (%)

60

67.8

60

Safeguarding Rights and Interests of Employees

Number of employees joined annuity
scheme(person)

34,000

18,000

22,000

SDIC has strictly abided by laws and regulations relating to the rights and interests of employees, insisted on equal

Proportion of employees joined annuity
scheme (%)

45

50

55

Annuity size (RMB100 million)

17.8

21

21.62

Return of annuity (RMB100 million)

1.64

0.65

1.56

11.37

3.43

5.33

the idea of putting people first by safeguarding employees’ lawful rights and interests, providing healthy and
safe work environment and inspirable career development channels for employees. It has promoted corporate
culture building, conducted employee care projects, and organized sports and recreational activities, striving

employment, provided reasonable compensations and benefits, guaranteed work safety and health of employees,
creating stable and harmonious employment relations.

Equal Employment

Compensations
and Benefits

Occupational Health

Democratic
Management

Return rate of annuity (%)

Note: The annuity fund transfer work of eight enterprises in coal mining sector was completed in October 2017, and the
funds transferred stood at RMB305 million totally

Strictly prohibit employment
discrimination policy, treat
employees with different
nationality, race, gender, age,
religious belief, or cultural
background, as well as the
disabled and the pregnant
fairly and justly; conduct
equal pay for equal work, and
prohibit the use of child labor
and forced labor.
Strictly abide by labor
laws and regulations, and
implement labor contract
system. In 2017, the signing
rate of labor contracts
reached100 percent.

Continuously promote the
building of the compensation
distribution system of its
subsidiaries and invested
enterprises, optimize
performance appraisal system
and post management, and
further improve incentive and
restrictive mechanism.
Pay “five social insurances
and one housing fund” for
employees according to
national regulations, continue
to promote enterprise annuity
system, and construct multilevel guarantee system,
safeguard the rights of
employees to take rest and

Establish and improve
occupational health and safety
management system, provide
employees with physical
examinations, prepare firstaid kits, distribute sunstroke
and haze prevention articles,
effectively guarantee the
health of employees. In 2017,
the headquarters of the Group
organized employee physical
examinations for 1,789
persons-times, and distributed
PPE for 1,652 persons-times.

annual leave.

Establish and improve the
democratic management
system represented by
employees’ congress;
implement employees’
congress system, employee
director system, employee
supervisor system and
other forms of democratic
management systems for
making public the affairs of
the enterprise; ensure that
all the staff can enjoy and
leverage the rights to know, to
participate, to express and to
supervise, and that the rights
and interests of employees are
guaranteed more sufficiently
and effectively.

Promoting Career Development
SDIC has constantly promoted professional title system reform of the Group, and organized and completed the
2017 professional title evaluation work including engineering, economics, and accounting, further leveraged
cohesive, incentive and guiding role of the professional title system for professionals and technicians, and

expanded the promotion channel for employees. It has clarified to build six talent teams and formulated specific

development plans for each of the team, guiding the talent cultivation project of the Company. It has also improved
talent cultivation system, enhanced talent cultivation, boosted occupational skills of employees, and promoted
employees to give full play of their talents, to achieve self-fulfillment and to create corporate values.

6

Talent Teams

CASE HR data center established to facilitate talent management
In 2017, the building of the HR Data Center under SDIC was preliminarily completed with near 30,000
employees’ data being registered and entered, which will promote implementation of the corporate policy
of employing, uniting and rationally deploying talented people. The center, as an innovative measure taken
by SDIC to improve HR management and service model, will further enhance the coordination and service
capability of HR teams at different levels, for different businesses and in different areas, and then advance
HR service level and improve employee satisfaction.

Managers’

Investment
operation

Professional
management

Financial
service

Science and
technology

Highly-skilled

team

talent team

talent team

talent team

talent team

talent team
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Talent Cultivation System of SDIC

Targeted training

CASE Enhancing development of high-quality professional managers

SDIC, integrating external and internal resources, provides multi-layer, classified
and targeted training programs based on the characteristics of each type of
talented people, and promotes the establishment of learning organizations.

SDIC explored the establishment of professional manager system and the cultivation and development of
professional managers in response to the State policy of boosting development of professional managers
in this round of SOE reform, and organized four sessions of rotational cognitive training program for senior
professional managers, with 233 people being trained accumulatively. The sessions deepened the participants’
comprehensive understanding of the basic principles, policies and regulations, role positioning, selection,
recruitment and management, appraisal and incentives and other aspects in respect of professional managers,

Series of training
programs

Professional
training

Organizing and conducting new employee orientation, key employee
development training, middle management training in spring, advanced middle
management training in fall, executives training in spring for transformation and
upgrading, and advanced executives training in fall, which, as a series of training
programs, promotes the orderly development of talented people.

Providing comprehensive training for financial, auditing, legal and other key
employees by means of “off-the-job centralized training – practice – off-thejob centralized training.” In 2017, the Company organized 100 legal reserve
talent and 100 financial reserve talent training programs, talent appraisal and
appointment training programs, the first session of seminars concerning the
training of managers, spokesmen and professional managers and other kinds of
training programs.

achieving the goal of “enhancing and unifying understanding, and supporting reform.”

CASE Strengthening basic work team building
In 2017, SDIC printed and issued the “Three-Year Plan of SDIC for the Development of Basic Work Teams (2017
– 2019) and the Priority Work for the Development of Basic Work Teams in 2017,” which defines the overall goal
of making the transition from the goal of developing five-star teams through systematic cultivation, standardized
advancement and implementation covering every employee, to the upgraded goal of establishing outstanding
teams by means of autonomous management, regular innovation and model branding, further driving the overall
establishment of teams under the Group to a new stage; conducted video meeting in respect of performance
appraisal against standards of the establishment of teams and the commendation of teams in 2014-2016;
organized training programs for on-site study of team establishment standards, with more than 120 people from

Training by higher
authorities

Identifying and arranging in time young talented people and key talented people
to be trained by the Organization Department of the CPC Central Committee, the
SASAC and other higher authorities.

31 member enterprises in electricity, mining, transportation, high-tech, property management and other sectors
participating in, which will improve the grassroots management level.
As of the end of 2017, there were five outstanding teams, 167 benchmarking teams, 278 five-star teams and 182
four-star teams within the Company.

Indicator

2015

2016

2017

Number of participants of trainings within the
Group (person-time)

102,576

115,506

95,997

Investment for trainings within the Group
(RMB10,000)

6,975.3

4,635.76

3,577.61

Investment for trainings of headquarters
(RMB10,000)

941.7

585.78

714

Number of participants of trainings for members
of leading group (person-time)

4

8

9

Number of participants of trainings for members
of leading groups of functional departments
of headquarters, subsidiaries, and holding
companies (person-time)

3,621

1,641

1,801

Number of participants of trainings for other
management staff (person-time)

18,829

21,024

19,917

Number of participants of trainings for
professionals and technical personnel
(person-time)

19,462

90,796

74,323

CASE Supporting development of young employees
In 2017, SDIC organized young employees to participate in the selection of winners of the third “CASIC
Innovation Awards” for central SOEs, and held the youth forum with the theme of “Development with SDIC,”
“Belt and Road Youth Competition” and other activities, providing stages for young employees to show
themselves, guiding them to conduct innovation and make achievements, improve their professional skills
and quality, and facilitate their own development.
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Advancing Corporate Culture Building

Whole heartedness
Culture

Luobupo Potash Spirit

Corporate culture is a booster for building sense of belonging and cohesion. SDIC
has promoted corporate culture building, carried out diversified corporate culture

activities, conducted innovation in corporate culture publicity, promoted corporate spirit,
and constantly fostered corporate culture brand, making employees fully understand

corporate culture and increase their sense of belonging and cohesion. In 2017, SDIC
Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co.,Ltd. SDIC International Trade Co.,Ltd. SDIC Qinzhou
Electric Power Co.,Ltd. Yalong River Hydropower Development Co.,Ltd. and SDIC

Gansu Xiaosanxia Power Co.,Ltd. were awarded the honorable title of the 5th “National
Model Unit” by the Central Commission for Guiding Cultural and Ethical Progress.

CASE “Motivating SDIC” facilitates development for 13 years
As the most influential brand activity organized by SDIC, the “Motivating SDIC”
Top10 Major Event Selection has been held for 13 years in a row, and has
become one of SDIC’s important activities for implementing corporate culture. The

Caring about the agriculture, the
farmers and the rural areas, and
being patriotic and willing to sacrifice
for the homeland; being dedicated to
corporate development under harsh
conditions; unremittingly pursuing
first-class technologies; and being
a team player who is willing to take
responsibilities

Upgrading Culture

Commitment

Cohesion

Reform and Innovation

Integrity

Sincerity

Transcendence

Confidence

Love

Commitments
Excellence

Employee Care
In 2017, SDIC continuously helped employees in difficulty, cared about retired employees and female employees,
and carried out various sports and recreational activities, supporting every employee wholeheartedly to enable
them to live and work happily.

candidate events for the annual selection are recommended by all the departments
of the headquarters and its member enterprises, and the final list is decided
through online voting by all of the staff. The selections effectively inspire the sense
of proud and honor of employees, enhance their sense of identity and belonging,
and effectively enhance its own cohesion.

“Happiness Plus”
employee
care project

Providing
assistance to
employees with
difficulties

Caring
about retired
employees

Caring about
female
employees

Enriching
spare-time life
of employees

Attach great importance
to the management of
retired employees through
communicating the spirit of
CPC Central Committee to
retirees and reporting the
achievements the Company
has made; organize various
sports and recreational
activities and health care
lectures; and provide
targeted services and
visited retirees who were
sick or in difficulty.

Pay close attention to
and strengthen female
employee labor protection
in the process of
production, and care about
female employees on a
daily basis.

Hold Spring Festival
parties, basketball match,
table tennis match and
other games to enrich
employees’ spare-time life.

SDIC has made outstanding
achievements in pilot reform and
made great contributions to fulfill

Continuously provide
psychological and health
counseling services
through the “Happiness
Plus” program, and
carry out lectures on
“understanding health
check results”, brisk
walking and other online
and offline activities, and
care about employees’
physical and mental health
sincerely.

social responsibility and help win the
fight against poverty. The “Motivating
SDIC” activity fully shows SDIC’s
corporate culture and employees’
spirit of innovation, and establishes a
good image of a central SOE.
——Xia Qingfeng

Director of Publicity Bureau of the
SASAC of the State Council

Continuously support
employees in need and
in difficulty, and visit
employees when they get
sick or retire from their
posts, or their families
face difficulties, or in other
special occasions.

SDIC held the “Motivating SDIC” Meeting to announce the result of the Poll on 10 Major
Events of SDIC in 2017

CASE Fruitful results of corporate culture building
In 2017, the “Luobupo Potash Spirit” of SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co.,Ltd.
and the “Whole heartedness Culture” of SDIC Qinzhou Electric Power were
awarded the prizes of “National Excellent Case Awards for Corporate Culture,”
and the “Upgrading Culture” of Jingyuan Second Power was awarded the prize of
SDIC Selected
Story Collection of
Corporate Culture

Official WeChat ID
of SDIC corporate
culture

“National Excellent Achievements Awards for Corporate Culture,” setting models
for corporate culture building within the Group. The “Luobupo Potash Spirit,” in
particular, was selected to be studied both inside and outside of SDIC.

Art making activity celebrating International Women’s Day

6th “SDIC Essence Cup” Men’s Basketball Match of SDIC
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Sincerely Contributing to Society
SDIC has adhered to the
idea of sharing development
achievements with the society,
given back to society through
providing jobs, supporting and
guaranteeing major activities,

Carrying out Youth Volunteer Services

Creating Job Opportunities

SDIC has promoted the volunteer spirit of “devotion, friendship, mutual-aid and progress,” and

SDIC has provided jobs to people from different groups and helped change their quality

In 2017, in order to strengthen the organization and cultivation of youth volunteers, the Company

of life by means of, among others, recruiting graduates, demobilized soldiers and migrant
farmers, and providing job opportunities at the places where the invested projects are

activities, and so on.

promoted volunteer registration, formed 28 youth volunteer service teams and recruited more than
4,600 volunteers. Throughout the year, SDIC youth volunteers visited the Fushouxuan old-age home

located.

at the Xinjiekou Neighborhood, Xicheng District, Beijing on holidays to care about and extend holiday

carrying out volunteer activities,
participating in public welfare

encouraged and guided youth employees to participate actively in various kinds of volunteer activities.

greetings to the elderly people there; carried out the “Learn from LeiFeng” activity to teach students in the
2015

2016

ShijingshanHuaao Migrant Farmers Children’s School in Beijing, and 210 youth volunteers offered more

2017

than 100 lessons to over 120 students in two classes accumulatively; and accepted and arranged college
students from Hong Kong and Taiwan of China to intern in mainland China, promoting communication of

6849
1887

3197

Number of newly employed
people (person)

1215

1476

39
1087

Number of recruited
graduating
students from universities,
colleges, and vocational
schools (person)

35

young people from mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

3
Number of demobilized
soldiers
resettled (person)

CASE SDIC youth volunteers carry forward “Spirit of Lei Feng,” participate in volunteer activities
In March 2017, more than 60 SDIC youth volunteers visited ShijingshanHuaao Migrant Farmers Children’s School
in Beijing and organized the “Learn from Lei Feng Day” theme activity. Based on the characteristics of students
of different age groups, the volunteers developed different courses and prepared course handouts, offering 28
courses ranging from Chinese culture, traditional Chinese medicine, clarinet, stave to the principles of computer,

Providing Assistance to Major Events

English for fun, mineral resources and knowledge about study overseas. As the courses differ greatly in contents
and styles and are fun and engaging, they are widely accepted by the students.

SDIC has spared no effort to guarantee and support major national events. In 2017, the

electric power enterprises under SDIC, as an effort to guarantee the success of the 19th
CPC National Congress, made and implemented the arrangements for guaranteeing

sufficient provision of electricity, and carried out work safety checks, effectively preventing
and firmly curbing accidents and making contributions to the successful completion of the

congress; and Xiamen Huaxia International Power Development Co.,Ltd. made outstanding
contributions to the preparation for the ninth BRICS Summit held in Xiamen.

Participating in Charitable and Public Welfare Activities
SDIC has established long-term cooperation relationship with China Foundation for

Poverty Alleviation, China Population Welfare Foundation, China Education Development

Foundation and other public welfare and charity institutions to make donations and help the
vulnerable groups. By 2017, SDIC has made donations to the “Happiness Project & Aid to

Poverty-Stricken Mothers” initiated by China Population Welfare Foundation for five years in
a row, helping more poor mothers out of poverty, and embrace a better future.

If we compare a volunteer to a handful of soil, SDIC volunteer teaching programs are mountains made from
numerous handfuls of soil.

——Volunteer of China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment Co.,Ltd.

Starting from the story about the construction of the Red Flag Canal, the volunteers told the children the
use and significance of water, and introduced the great water conservancy projects in China by showing
them the pictures of Yalong River Hydropower Development Co. The students were deeply attracted, and

Conducting Community Care
SDIC has actively implemented community care, and organized community public welfare

activities, facilitating harmonious integration of the enterprise and the community. In October
2017, Guangzhou SDIC Elderly Care Co.,Ltd. held public welfare lectures and activities with
the theme of “combination of elderly care and medical services, and rehabilitation at home,”
providing health counseling services. In February 2018, Beijing SDIC Elderly Care Co.,Ltd.
visited elderly residents in the community during spring festival. It visited 20 elderly people
of BeiyingfangDongli and BeiyingfangXili, extending most sincere wishes and gifts.

we believe that a seed of making contributions to the development of our homeland is buried in their heart!

——Volunteer of SDIC Power Holdings Co.,Ltd.

In the classrooms without air-conditioner and with cracked doors and windows and poor working
multi-media equipment, the students’ thirst for knowledge was so touching. The pictures of birds the
volunteers showed in class made them feel the beauty and energy of the nature and understood the
need to protect the environment and living creatures and the importance to build a beautiful China
which co-exists with the nature harmoniously.

——Volunteer of China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation
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Features

Targeted Poverty Alleviation Facilitates Building of a
Moderately Prosperous Society in All Respects

and development, and sticking to the idea of the change of attitude, support of education and assistance the vulnerable, and the

combination of the public welfare-based “blood-transfusion” poverty alleviation with industry-based “blood-making” poverty alleviation,
SDIC promoted poverty relief and development by means of fixed-point poverty alleviation, poverty alleviation through education,

special poverty alleviation programs, poverty relief projects, poverty relief through investments by funds and dispatching employees
for poverty alleviation, helping poor areas get rid of poverty.

Fixed-Point poverty alleviation

Poverty alleviation is the inherent responsibility and mission of SDIC.
——Qian Meng, Vice President of SDIC

In 2017, SDIC continued to implement the fixed-point poverty alleviation work in Ning

and Heshui counties, northwest China’s Gansu Province, and in Luodian and Pingtang
counties, southwest China’s Guizhou Province, and provided assistance to 28 projects

in eight categories including infrastructure construction, dangerous, old and dilapidated

On the road of getting rid of poverty

housing renovation, financial assistance to renovation of old residential districts,

old factory areas, and urban villages, industrial support, assistance to farmers, and

The sunlight on the quiet Loess Plateau at the early morning witnessed Lu Jingwei starting his work in another day

insurance support, which improved the people’s livelihood, and helped boost local

in the village where he was dispatched to help farmers there. In August 2015, he was dispatched by the Company

economic and social development.

to work in Haozuipu Village, Heshui County in northwest China’s Gansu Province, which turned him into a village
Party secretary from a white collar employee. In more than two years, Mr. Lu, apart from his family, visited poor

Education-Based poverty alleviation

families in the village one by one together with other village committee members to figure out ideas of poverty
alleviation and poverty relief plans.

In 2017, SDIC donated RMB1.592 million to the New Great Wall Fund under China

In 2017, the specialized agricultural product cooperative of Haozuipu Village was set up to develop collective

Foundation for Poverty Alleviation, providing financial assistance to 300 high school

economy after his coordination with relevant parties. As some of the villagers showed no understanding or

support at the beginning, Mr. Lu explained to them the relevant policies many times to get rid of their concerns

and win their trust. At present, all of the 179 registered poor families in the village are members of the cooperative,
and the principal to be paid by the villager members was paid by SDIC out of its special poverty fund. After the

establishment of the cooperative, Mr. Lu invited agricultural experts to visit the village and find value-added crops
which can adapt to the climate and soil conditions there, explore green circular projects and set up e-commerce

platforms to boost products and sales. By far, the cooperative has built an experimental base and grew corn, potato,
morel, tremella aurantialba, and so on. The mode of increasing income through diversified methods including

receiving rents through transferring the villagers’ right to use their contracted land, obtaining salary from working for
the cooperative and receiving dividends facilitated poor families to get rid of poverty.

After more than one thousand days and nights, Haozuipu Village changed dramatically, with new houses being
built and villagers living a better life. The “Secretary Xiao Lu” so called by the villagers performed the social
responsibilities and commitments of SDIC there.

students and 209 college students from poor families, and setting up six “SDIC SelfImprovement Classes.” The Company carried out “partner assistance” and other educational support activities to help students from
poor families. It constructed a “Dream Center” classroom in Heshui County of Gansu Province, and built a special education school
in Luodian County in Guizhou Province, help 370 disabled children receive education. SDIC Communications Holding Co.,Ltd.

provided assistance to the building of a science and technology classroom in Youjian Primary School of Bianyang Town, and Essence
Securities Co.,Ltd. helped build a student dorm building in No. 2 Primary School of Luodian County.

2017 Poverty Alleviation in Numbers
Indicator
Amount of money donated (RMB10,000)

4,427.13

Total investment in fixed-point poverty
alleviation (RMB10,000)

2,541.92

Number of registered poor households
benefited (household)

Great responsibility behind little story
The stories happened in Haozuipu Village are only an epitome of SDIC’s performance of its missions and

responsibilities for poverty alleviation as a central SOE. In 2017, implementing a series of guidelines, policies,
decisions and plans made by the CPC Central Committee and the State Council in respect of poverty relief

2017

996

Number of registered poor people
benefited (person)

6,007

Amount of money donated for education
(RMB10,000)

159.2

Number of high school students received
financial assistance (person)

300

Number of college students received
financial assistance (person)

209

Amount of consolation money delivered
(RMB10,000)
Number of poor households visited
(household)

40
800

Indicator

2017

Investment amount of the industrial
development fund for poverty-stricken areas
(RMB100 million)

16

Number of projects invested by the industrial
development fund for poverty-stricken areas
(project)

37

Investment amount of the industrial investment
fund of central SOEs for poverty-stricken areas
(RMB100 million)

86

Number of projects invested by the industrial
investment fund of central SOEs for povertystricken areas (project)

41

Number of poverty-stricken population driven
by the two aforementioned funds
(10,000 persons)

24

Total incomes of poverty-stricken population driven
by the two aforementioned funds (RMB100 million)

15

Number of personnel appointed to temporary
posts working on poverty alleviation (person)

5
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Special poverty alleviation

Project-Based poverty alleviation

In 2017, SDIC actively promoted special poverty alleviation projects, implemented medical assistance

About 75 percent of projects invested by SDIC are distributed in western China. In line with local poverty alleviation

other life difficulties.

of ecological conditions as foundation, focused on improving infrastructure facilities such roads, water and

activities, set up charitable trust, and helped poor farmers relieve financial pressure, treat diseases and solve

CASE

plans, SDIC has promoted project construction and poverty alleviation work simultaneously, taken the improvement
electricity, and promoted local economic and social development from the aspects of paying taxes according to

law, help poverty-stricken families improve production and living conditions, creating job opportunities, enhancing
Targeted poverty alleviation through medical assistance warms people’s heart

In the poverty-stricken areas in China, quite a few of families become poor due to illness. To solve this
problems in a better way, SDIC has planned to set up hemodialysis centers and ophthalmology clinics in
more than 100 poverty-stricken counties all around China in cooperation with He Eye Hospital, BGI and other
well-known medical and hi-tech enterprises, in hope of treating end-stage renal disease and providing eye
care services on a long-term basis in poverty-stricken areas.

the ability to get rich, and building primary schools, benefiting local people.

Fund-Based poverty alleviation
SDIC participated in the establishment and management of two national industrial poverty alleviation funds –

the industrial development fund for poverty-stricken areas and the industrial investment fund of central SOEs for

poverty-stricken areas. With a total size of RMB18.2 billion, the two funds have supported industrial development
of poverty-stricken areas and boosted targeted poverty alleviation for poor population through the industry-based
poverty alleviation model of “industrial development fund + enterprises + resources of poverty-stricken areas +
poverty-stricken population.”

As of the end of December 2017, the two funds had invested 78 projects with a total amount of RMB10.2 billion.
Through implementing direct investment, setting up seed funds in key provinces (municipalities, autonomous

regions), and establishing poverty alleviation fund alliance, and so on, SDIC leveraged over RMB100 billion of

social capital into poverty-stricken areas. Now, the invested projects are distributed in 26 provinces (municipalities,
autonomous regions); the investment projects decided and initiated covers 14 contiguous poverty-stricken areas,
some of national key poverty alleviation counties, and old revolutionary base areas. The projects invested by the
two funds will create 240,000 job opportunities for poor population directly or indirectly, provide RMB1.5 billion of
incomes for those people per year, and contribute RMB1.3 billion of taxes to local governments per year.

CASE Tea helps farmers get rid of poverty
Guizhou Guitianxia Tea Co. is a holding subsidiary of Guizhou Pan Jiang Coal and Electricity Refco Group Ltd.,
which is a large SOE and a leading enterprise in agricultural industrialization and poverty alleviation in Guizhou
Province and has wholly-owned subsidiaries in Duyun City and Meitan County. As Duyun and Meitan are povertystricken areas, farmers there are eager to get rid of poverty depending on relevant industries.
August
2017

Arranged performance of cataract surgery for free and on-site trainings in Luodian County, Guizhou
Province, helping patients restore vision.

In December 2016, the industrial investment fund of central SOEs for poverty-stricken areas invested RMB 60
million in Guizhou Guitianxia Tea Co. to support the company to create “brand + channel” green and healthy
food sales platform, and to jointly develop the competitive and special resources in poverty-stricken areas
together with Guizhou Pan Jiang Coal and Electricity Refco Group Ltd, in hope of making the special foods in

Jointly carried out the “No Blindness” Genetic Eye Diseases Screening Program, a targeted medical
public welfare campaign, and organized medical experts to perform genetic blindness prevention
November
2017

screening in the Special Education School in Duyun City, Qiannan, with more than 120 students,
teachers and parents being screened, among which there were 28 blind children, 11 families being
found having suspected genetic eye diseases, and 13 deaf and dumb students with refractive errors
taking vision checks and getting glasses.

poverty-stricken areas in
Guizhou to be sold all over
China. In addition, Guizhou
Guitianxia Tea Co., using
the cooperation mode of
“enterprise + cooperative
+ base,” purchases tea
from designated farmers

SDIC donated RMB2 million to set up the “Light of Love–SDIC Blindness Prevention and Treatment
Special Fund” for carrying out the “Targeted Poverty Alleviation through Vision Care” public welfare
February
2018

program in Guizhou Province. The program is dedicated to perform, among others, free cataract
surgery and genetic screening of genetic eye diseases for poor residents in Guizhou Province and
vision correction for teenagers and provide training programs to doctors and nurses, to prevent
poverty due to illness and improve the quality of life of local people and local eye medical level.

at a price no less than the
regulated minimum purchase
price, and provides training
programs in respect of
production technologies to
poor families to enhance their
ability to get rid of poverty.
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CONNECTIVITY OF
HEARTS

ASPIRATIONAL QUOTE
Keeping the mission of serving national
strategies in mind, SDIC promotes international
business cooperation, accelerates the pace
of building itself into a world-class capital
investment company with international
competitiveness, and contributes to global
economic development, social equality and
ecological protection, making joint efforts to
build a better world.
——Wang Huisheng
Chairman of SDIC

Building Global Partnerships

68

Supporting Local Economic and Social Development

72

Jointly Protecting the Green Homeland

70

Features：Practicing Corporate Citizen Responsibility to Improve
People’s Livelihood, Health and Benefits
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Building Global Partnerships
SDIC has always abided by international conventions and business ethics, followed the laws and regulations,
as well as customs and habits of the countries and regions in which business is conducted, enhanced
compliance operation in overseas market, prevented overseas legal risks, strengthened overseas intellectual
property management, and carried out overseas legal publicity, reducing operation risks of the Company
in overseas market. So far, no major legal risks or punishments in the aspects of compliance operation,
commercial bribery and corruption, and business ethics have happened in SDIC’s international business.

CASE SDIC International Trade Co.,Ltd. expanded global trade under Belt and Road Initiative
In responding to the Belt and Road Initiative, expand international business, and build global trade partnership, SDIC
International Trade Co.,Ltd. participated in several economic and trade exchange activities organized by the Ministry
of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China in 2017, signing several strategic cooperation agreements with
companies and governments in the countries and regions along the Belt and Road. SDIC International Trade Co.,Ltd.
has made positive contributions to enhance economic and trade exchanges between China and the countries and
regions along the Belt and Road, as well as to promote a balanced development of trade among countries.

The world has witnessed the acceleration of internationalization process, and the international community has
increasingly become an integral community of common interests and common destiny. SDIC has focused on
building and maintaining good global partnerships. It has worked together to develop overseas market with
Chinese enterprises, worked together to promote international operation with global companies, and worked
together to build a beautiful homeland with local governments, enterprises and people.

Wang Huisheng visited Israel and Italy to strengthen international
CASE Chairman
exchange and cooperation
In September 2017, Wang Huisheng, Chairman of SDIC, and his delegation visited Israel and Italy, aiming at
accelerating transformation and upgrading and promoting development strategic emerging industry. In Israel,
the delegation visited Via Transportation, Inc., Vayyar Imaging Ltd., and Pitango Venture Capital, and signed
a strategic cooperation framework agreement with Pitango Venture Capital, enhancing communications and
cooperation between the two sides in the fields of advanced manufacturing, new energy, biomedicine, and so
on, helping promote economic development of China and Israel, and strengthening friendship between the two
countries. In Italy, the delegation visited Phase Motion Control S.p.A. and Lovol Arbos Group S.p.A., learning the
practices and experience of Italian companies in advanced manufacturing.

SDIC International Trade Co. participated in the “Philippines-China Enterprises Trade and Signing Ceremony” jointly
held by the Ministry of Commerce of China and the Department of Trade and Industry of the Philippines in Manila,
capital of the Philippines, on March 15, 2017. SDIC International Trade Co. signed procurement contracts worth tens of
millions of dollars with enterprises of the Philippines.

The 29th China International Wool Trade Fair & Information Conference was successfully held in Tongxiang,
east China’s Zhejiang Province, in September 2017. As China’s largest wool importer and a major player of
international wool market, SDIC International Trade Co.,Ltd. was one of the organizers of the conference.
Through holding international wool high-level forum, wool trade exhibition, wool salon and other activities,
the conference promoted exchanges among traders both from China and abroad, aimed at achieving
cooperation and win-win results, and explored new industrial development path, jointly contributing to the
prosperity and development of the wool spinning industry.

Signing the framework agreement of strategic cooperation between SDIC and Israel-based Pitango Venture Capital

The 29th China International Wool Trade Fair & Information Conference successfully held by SDIC International Trade
Co.,Ltd.Co.,Ltd.
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Jointly Protecting the Green Homeland
SDIC has always abided by the laws, regulations and standards relating to environmental protection
of the countries and regions in which business is conducted, insisted on the idea of green investment
and development, developed clean energy and conducted R&D on environmentally-friendly products,
providing modern energy for the world. It has also adopted measures to save energy resources, reduce
pollutant emission, develop circular economy, actively tackle climate change and reduce the impact
of business operation on environment. In line with business characteristics and local environmental
conditions, it has spared no effort to protect ecological system and green homeland.

COMPLANT has implemented energy-saving and environmental protection in the whole construction process through
conducting innovation in technology, developing low-carbon economy, recycling renewable resources, transforming
for energy-saving, providing energy-saving services, promoting and applying new green technologies and processes,
carrying out evaluation on energy-saving and emission reduction, as well as other measures.
OMO2 Sugar Factory undertaken by COMPLANT develops
circular economy, turning waste into wealth

launches environmentally-friendly fuel tank to meet requirements of energy-saving and
CASE YAPP
emission reduction
As the world’s third largest automotive plastic fuel tank system supplier, YAPP Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd.
attaches great importance to environmental protection and devotes itself to reduce energy consumption, striving
to fulfill the mission of green manufacturing. Currently, YAPP has four key projects, that is, YNTF , Y-EMTS (applied
®

to plug-in hybrid vehicles), Y-Blue (applied to diesel vehicles in markets of India and North America, etc.), and
Y-IHDS (will be applied to fuel cell powered vehicles). YAPP conducts independent R&D on new products and
new technologies, aiming to reduce exhaust gas emission and evaporative emission, thus achieves the objective
of environmental protection and fuel efficiency enhancement. In this regard, it takes the lead both in China and
abroad among fuel system suppliers.
In early 2013, YAPP developed the twin-sheet blow molding process for fuel tank manufacturing – YNTF

Develop
Circular
Economy

Ethiopia is in electric power shortage. The 2X30 MW thermal
power station facilities for the Ethiopian OMO2 Sugar Factory
undertaken by COMPLANT can not only meet the daily needs
of the factory, but also be able to supply electric power to
surrounding areas. OMO2 Sugar Factory produces sugar and

Bagasse

Filter Mud

Molasses

Electric
Energy

Fertilizer

Fuel
Alcohol

byproducts such as bagasse, filter mud and molasses. The
Project Department put the sugar cane bagasse to power
plant for power generation. By reusing the waste, stress on
hydropower is relieved. Filter mud is washed and then given to
local residents as fertilizer for free. Molasses is reprocessed to
produce fuel alcohol, which can be used as alternative energy,

®

technology. This was a breakthrough to lower down the noise of system and to cut evaporative emission
(hydrocarbon emission of the whole car can be reduced from 800 mg to 50 mg per day).Hydrocarbon
evaporative emission indicators can meet the requirements of LEV III, the strictest requirements of the U.S. The
technology, from an overall scope, has reached the international advanced level.

strengthens project supervision and assessment to promote energy-saving,
CASE COMPLANT
emission reduction and low-carbon lifestyle

further easing the tension in energy shortage.
The pollution free fertilizer factory harmoniously existing with century-old tea plantation
During the construction of Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory in Bangladesh, COMPLANT used advanced technologies and
equipment in the world to meet local requirements for environmental protection and energy-saving. In daily operation and
production, the factory conducts strict emission test and control
measures to effectively protect local environment. Bangladeshi
employees said proudly that the fertilizer factory is a factory free of
dust, noise, odor, air pollution and water pollution. There is a large
scale tea plantation near the fertilizer factory which has a history
of 150 years. The growth of tea is sensitive to the environment
around. The workers in the tea plantation said that the fertilizer
factory, free of air pollution and water pollution, had no negative
impact on the planting of tea and the production and operation of
the plantation, and it was really environmental-friendly.

“5 NO” Fertilizer Factory

No Water Pollution

No Air Pollution

No Odor

No Noise

No Dust

Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory and
century-old tea plantation
Environmental-friendly fuel tanks developed by YAPP Automotive Systems Co.,Ltd.
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Supporting Local Economic and Social Development
During the process of “Going
Global,” SDIC has insisted on the
principle of localized employment,
creating job opportunities for
local people; conducted local
procurement, and supported
local industries, driving local
economic development; provided
assistance in construction
of infrastructure, supported
educational development and
other public welfare causes, and
organized volunteer activities,
winning recognition of local
government, local people and
other stakeholders, which is of
importance to the building of
harmonious community relations.

Employee Localization and Diversity

Creating job opportunities for local people

Adhering to the principle of employee localization and diversity, SDIC has given

workers. Each factory project can create 4,000 and 1,000 job opportunities for sugarcane farmers and

During the construction of the three sugar factory projects in Ethiopia, COMPLANT employed local

priority to recruit local people, provided them with decent work, and guaranteed their
occupational health. It has respected customs, habits and religious belief of people

the Kesem Sugar Factory Project Department hired tribal elders to be responsible for the overall safety of

from different countries and from different ethnic groups, enhanced exchanges and

understanding, and promoted multi-cultural communications. It has also established

a favorable cycle of talent recruitment, development, training and improvement, and
improved occupational skills of employees through occupational trainings.
Indicator
Number of employees of SDIC in
overseas market (person)
Percentage of local employees
signing labor contract in overseas
market (%)
Employee localization of SDIC in
overseas market (%)

technical workers respectively. In total, all the three factories can create about 15,000 jobs. For instance,

2015

2016

2017

15,116

12,633

15,000

100

100

100

98

98

97

the site and the camp and the coordination for solving difficult problems involving local people, and local
people to act as guards, cleaners and food servants; and local workers to participate in construction
and installation of equipment.

Each factory project can create

Factories can create

sugarcane farmers

technical workers

4,000 job opportunities for

1,000

job opportunities for

All the three factories can
create about

15,000 jobs

Conducting occupational training
According to project requirements, COMPLANT has formulated the complete employee cultivation system,
and enhanced employees’ occupational skills and ability of sustainable development through masterapprentice learning program, cross-border training, and so on.

CASE Sugar factory projects bring sweet life to Ethiopian people
COMPLANT has undertaken the construction of Kesem Sugar Factory, OMO2
Sugar Factory and OMO3 Sugar Factory in Ethiopia since 2013. The construction
and operation of the projects has not only greatly alleviated sugar shortage in
Ethiopia, but also helped the country earn foreign exchange and boosted local
economic development.

In December 2017, COMPLANT organized 40 Ethiopian employees of Kesem Sugar Factory Project and OMO3 Sugar Factory Project to
participate in business training in Nanning, capital of south China’s Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region
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Driving Local Economic Development
During the process of promoting overseas business development, SDIC has always

adhered to the principle of localized procurement, and enhanced cooperation with local

suppliers and contractors, driving development of local industry chain. The construction
and operation of projects has boosted business development of surrounding areas,
creating new opportunities for local people to achieve prosperity.

CASE Overseas projects of COMPLANT drive development of local suppliers
During the process of implementing international contracting projects, COMPLANT
insisted on the principle of territorial cooperation, common development and joint
building, and gave priority to local suppliers and construction companies, boosting
development of enterprises there.

For these years, we have been
working with COMPLANT, mainly
providing it (Ethiopian sugar factory
projects) with equipment and services.
In the course of cooperation, our
company grows gradually, and our
staff has increased from 10 people to
50 people. COMPLANT has given us
a lot of opportunities, and we hope our
cooperation will continue in the future.
——Yassin

An Ethiopian Supplier

CASE PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia conducts education support activity
In May 2017, PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia conducted an education support activity themed “Work
Together for a Bright Future.” With a slogan of “come to a foreign campus to carry out social responsibility,”
the company arrived at Hong Shi Village Primary School, donating stationery items and imparting knowledge
to children there. The company also repaired the roads to the school, as well as the water supply system and
other facilities on the campus, guaranteeing the effective implementation of the education support activity
and letting Hong Shi Village Primary School become a witness of friendship.

Since the starting of Shahjalal Fertilizer
Factory Project, our company, due to
the cooperation with COMPLANT, has
achieved great development, doubling
in size.
——Khokon

A Bangladeshi Infrastructure
Subcontractor

Supporting Education Development
In line with its own advantages and the educational conditions and actual requirements
of the countries and regions in which business is conducted, SDIC has supported local
educational development through making donations to education, helping construct

school buildings, improving supporting hardware facilities of schools and conducting

education support activities. It has strived to create a good teaching environment for
local children, helping them embrace a bright future.

Students practicing martial arts with teachers of an education support team
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Features

Practicing Corporate Citizen Responsibility to Improve
People’s Livelihood, Health and Benefits

Counselor's Office of the Chinese Embassy in Senegal and the Ministry of Health and

Social Action of Senegal. A team composed of representatives from the West Africa Office
of Agency for International Economic Cooperation under the Ministry of Commerce of

China, CEEDI and a subsidiary of CEEDI, Beijing Xi Da Construction Supervision Co.,
attended the signing ceremony.

OMO2 Sugar Factory Project Department Clinic
Omoin Ethiopiais a region with high malaria incidence, and lacks medical resources. One clinic and
one doctor mean more hope for people there. During the construction of the OMO2 sugar factory

project in Ethiopia, COMPLANT set up a project clinic, and provided medical equipment and drugs,
so as to guarantee the occupational health of employees and offering medical services for people
nearby for free.

Bihonegn Kuntubo is a doctor at the clinic, and has been working there for more than two years. He
said before the establishment of the clinic, local people had to go to Jinka or Hana to see a doctor.
With the opening of the clinic, patients nearby can get good treatment. Now, Kuntubo can treat

several diseases, especially malaria. At present, about 30 to 40 patients can be treated one day.

The scope of work of the project covers the whole process of consultancy and management
involving design investigation, engineering survey, detailed design, on-site construction

management and otherwise. The hospital is proposed to have a gross building area of about
4,000 square meters and 84 beds and to be completed in 15 months. After the completion
of the project, the hospital, another important project representing the friendship between
China and Senegal, is expected to greatly raise the treatment capacity for women’s and
children’s health issues in Dakar, and to improve the work environment for doctors and
nurses and the treatment environment for patients.

Providing daily necessities for local people
Large numbers of people in many areas of the world are suffering from hunger due to
poverty and they cannot get adequate, safe and nutrient food. During the process of

expanding international cooperation, SDIC has actively fulfilled social responsibility, and
provided clean water, food and other daily necessities for local people to improve their
life quality.

A well dug by COMPLANT at the project site; clean water from the well was supplied at regular
time for residents nearby the OMO2 Sugar Factory Project

Great responsibility behind little story
The establishment of the clinic at OMO2 Sugar Factory Project Department improves the medical
level of local society to some extent, and people there enjoy more convenient and better medical
services. As an international company, SDIC, besides project clinic, has also helped improve the

health and benefits of local people through providing assistance to build hospitals, setting up modern
infirmaries, offering medical assistance, and providing daily necessities.

CEEDI helps build Senegal Women and Children’s Hospital
In November 2017, an agreement on implementing the project for aiding the building of Senegal
Women and Children’s Hospital was executed by and between the Economic and Commercial

Volunteers of PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia organized a free snacks provision activity to celebrate
the Eid al-Fitr, the end of the holy month of Ramadan, enhancing relations with local people

A gross building area of about

4,000 square meters
84 beds
To be completed in

15 months
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Social Responsibility Management
Responsibility Model

Stakeholders

Government

Adhering to the new corporate mission of “making up the short board of beautiful life and setting direction

Expectations to SDIC

Communication mechanism and
Approaches

Boost national economy

Working meeting

Promote social development

Daily communications

Abide by relevant laws and regulations
Perform social responsibility

for emerging industry,” SDIC has actively and effectively implemented the ideas of innovative, coordinated,

Guarantee maintenance and
appreciation of State-owned assets

responsibility practices with stakeholders from five aspects of “starting from heart, operation with ingenious

Ensure regulatory operation and
management

green, open and shared development and the corporate development strategies, and jointly promote social
heart, protection with dedicated heart, serving with sincere heart, and connectivity of hearts,” aiming at

creating comprehensive value of economy, society and environment and boosting mutual and sustainable

SASAC of State Council

development between the enterprise and stakeholders.

Achieve reciprocity and mutual benefits

Sign cooperation agreement

Realize common growth

Contract execution
High-level meeting
Daily communications

a

c
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er

Provide regulatory and high-efficient
services

s

Starting
from Heart

Customers
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to m e

Operation
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Ingenious
Heart

Create Values
& Invest
in Future
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S o c i a l o r g a n iz a ti o n s

Cus

Connectivity
of Hearts
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nt

Operation performance appraisal

Promote innovation

Meetings and discussions

Management, coordination and service

Research and investigation
Day-to-day management

Provide competitive compensations and
benefits

Workers’ congress, discussions, and
trainings
Suggestions and feedback
Decision-making participation
Work communications

Ensure sustained and healthy
development
Keep stable operation

Regular communications

Pursue long-term value

Information disclosure

Emphasize risk management

Em

Support and participate in social
organizations

p lo

yee

s

C re d

it o r

s

Responsibility Communications
Social organizations

on requirements and expectations of stakeholders, spared no effort to turn their pursuits into corporate social

Organize activities

Provide accurate information in a timely
manner

community, and other stakeholders in an all-around way to broadcast corporate responsibility ideas and dynamic

Participate in community activities

established multi-level communication channels with government, partners, customers, employees, creditors,

Community and the public

Participate in activities
Provide necessary support

Abide by articles of association

responsibility action objectives and approaches, and effectively enhanced its own capability building. It has also

information relating to social responsibility fulfillment to stakeholders, striving to respond to their concerns.

Questionnaire survey

Determine operation indicators

Focus on trainings for employees

Creditors

SDIC has attached great importance to communications with stakeholders. It has conducted in-depth research

Interviews and discussions

Clarify responsibilities

Run enterprise by employees

Employees

Products and services

Provide guide and support

Put people first

In v e s
r pr

Protection
with
Dedicated
Heart

Meet customers’ demands

Invested enterprises

d en
te

Serving
with
Sincere
Heart

Working meeting
Work reporting

G overn m ent
b li

Supervision

Enhance corporate competitiveness

Partners

pu

Operation performance appraisal

Jointly build harmonious society

Information disclosure
Press conference
Exchanges and communications
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Diversified Social Responsibility Communications of SDIC
Released corporate social responsibility report (Chinese version) for ten years in a row
Released corporate social responsibility report (English version) for six years in a row

Corporate social
responsibility
reports

Released “2017 SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report,” including full version both
in Chinese and English, and abridged edition in Chinese
Corporate social responsibility feature program: Wholeheartedness Initative

SDIC’s first corporate social responsibility feature program –“2016 SDIC
Corporate Social Responsibility Feature Program”

Released the “SDIC White Paper on Poverty Alleviation (1995-2017),” which was the first
of its kind released by the Company

In June 2017, SDIC held a ceremony for releasing “2016 SDIC
Corporate Social Responsibility Report” at the headquarters of the
Company, and held a social responsibility-featured exhibition, which
was the first of its kind among central SOEs

Released its first feature program of poverty alleviation
Released the first “SDIC Overseas Corporate Social Responsibility Report (1995-2017)”

Special reports

Released its first overseas corporate social responsibility feature program

Official WeChat account “SDIC-online”
Official App “SDIC-online”

SDIC’s first overseas corporate social
responsibility feature program –“SDIC
Overseas Corporate Social Responsibility
Feature Program (1995-2017)”

Official Weibo account of SDIC

New media
platforms

Mobile vision of the official website of SDIC

SDIC’s first feature program on poverty
alleviation work –“SDIC Poverty Alleviation
Work Feature Program (1995-2017)”

In November 2017, SDIC released the “SDIC
White Paper on Poverty Alleviation” at the
2017 China Social Responsibility 100 Forum&
1st Beijing Social Responsibility Exhibition

New Medial Platforms of SDIC

Social responsibility
research and
communications

Provided assistance to “Research Report on Corporate Social Responsibility of Central
Enterprises (2017),”“Overseas Corporate Social Responsibility Report of Central
Enterprises” and other research projects of the SASAC of the State Council
Participated in “Responsibility Sharing – Public Welfare Lectures/China Tour/World Tour/
China Social Responsibility 100 Forum” and other activities, enhancing social responsibility
experience exchanges with all sectors of society

In January 2018, SDIC released its overseas
corporate social responsibility report at
the Corporate Social Responsibility Forum
for Central SOEs & Release Conference
of “Research Report on Corporate Social
Responsibility of Central Enterprises (2017)”

CASE “1+2” model of innovative CSR reporting helps improve corporate reputation
In 2017, in line with the spirit of national targeted poverty alleviation strategy, the Belt and Road Initiative, and
responsibility reporting, preparing and releasing “2016 SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report,”“SDIC
White Paper on Poverty Alleviation (1995-2017),” and “SDIC Overseas Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Official App
SDIC-online

SDIC has fully integrated the broadcasting advantages of video media, print media,

(1995-2017),” which enhanced communications with stakeholder, won extensive commendation from all sectors

online media, television and broadcast, and other broadcasting resources to conduct
publicity of the emphases, focuses, highlights and hot issues of the Company,

of society, and effectively improved corporate brand reputation.

2016 SDIC Corporate
Social Responsibility
Report

Official Weibo account

Media’s Coverage of SDIC

other strategies and initiatives, SDIC initiatively put forward and implemented the “1+2” model of corporate social

First five-star report :

Official WeChat account
SDIC-online

enhancing recognition and understanding of stakeholders to the Company in the
First poverty
alleviation work
report :

First overseas
corporate social
responsibility report :

SDIC White Paper on
Poverty Alleviation
(1995-2017)

SDIC Overseas
Corporate Social
Responsibility Report
(1995-2017)

aspects of promoting transformation, adjusting structure, improving people’s livelihood,
The People’s Daily covered the story of SDIC
in deepening SOE reform

stabilizing growth, and so on, which is of importance to foster social image and
reputation of the Company.

On the eve of the 19th CPC National Congress, SDIC become the first key enterprise publicized by the Department of Publicity of

CPC Central Committee and the SASAC for its outstanding SOE reform work, the People’s Daily, Xinhua News Agency, CCTV and
other several leading State news agencies covered the story of SDIC. During the 19th CPC National Congress, Chairman Wang

Huisheng shared the reform experience of SDIC on CCTV’s influential program Dialogue, engaged in on-the-spot interviews with

leading news agencies, accepted an interview with China Economic Weekly, and published signed articles in the People’s Daily, the
Economic Daily, and so on.
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Corporate Strategies

and driving role of State-owned capital in important fields

resources, build industrial cluster,

achieving first-class performance

and foster regional comparative and
competitive advantages

strategies and

Coordinated Development Strategy

Enhancing overall corporate

competitiveness by coordinating
businesses, resources, and
management of different business
sectors, projects and regions

on

and focused manner

Four Strategic
Business
Sectors
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talent projects in a planned
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service industry, and international business.
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gradually developed four strategic business sectors of

In the future, SDIC will always adhere to the corporate purpose
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development strategies, optimized asset structure, and

capital market.
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Since its establishment, SDIC has constantly improved

Corporation), enhancing the influence of “SDIC” brand in
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Ideas
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“Excellently-Performing Enterprise” for 4 consecutive rounds.

Operation
Philosophies
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the State Council for 13 years in a row, and appraised as

NEEQ-listed China National Investment & Guaranty
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performance assessment conducted by the SASAC of

SDIC has six holding listed companies (excluding the
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40,000 people. SDIC has been graded A-class in the annual

the maintenance and appreciation of State-owned assets.
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billion respectively; the number of employees was nearly

through equity transfer or equity operation, thus guarantee

Corporate
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About SDIC

Corporate Culture
& Core Values

fields of energy-saving,
environmental protection,
and new energy, fostering
industrial advantages, and
developing new growth points

Go Global Strategy

Promoting internationalization
process in accordance with
business mix of overseas direct
investment, international engineering
contracting,and international trade
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Corporate Governance

Organizational Structure of SDIC

Corporate Leadership

Board of Supervisors

Board of Directors

Qian Meng

Yang Xiaohui

Vice President

Vice President

Management

Hu Changyuan

Leading Group for
Supervision System

Vice President

Work Safety Management
Committee

CFO

Financial Fund and
Capital Operation
Committee

Chen Dechun

Strategic Development
Committee

Shen Ling

Office of Board
of Directors

Audit and Risk Management
Committee

Board member, President

Compensations and Appraisal
Committee

Chairman

Nomination Committee

Shi Hongxiang
Strategy Committee

Wang Huisheng

Head of Discipline Inspection Group

1 employee director

management mechanism with capital as the linkage, conducting three-level

SDIC Training and Service
Center

Including

Audit and
Evaluation
Center

representative. The Company has established parent company-subsidiary

Department of Party Building
and Mass Work

3 non-outside directors

highest decision-making body of the enterprise, and the chairman is the legal

Department of Audit

4 outside directors

directors (including one employee director). The board of directors is the

Department of Supervision

7 directors consist the borard

seven directors, of whom four are outside directors and three are non-outside

Department of Legal Affairs
and Compliance

SDIC has established a regulatory board of directors. The board consists of

Department of Finance

contributor’s duties.

Department of Operation and
Work Safety Supervision

and the SASAC of the State Council shall, on behalf of the State, perform the

Department of Strategic
Development

SDIC is a State-owned enterprise directly set up by the Central Government,

Department of Human
Resources

General Office (Office of Board
of Directors)

Organizational Management

Information
Center

management of headquarters, subsidiaries, and invested enterprises.

As the center for strategic and investment decision-making, operation supervision

as well as information-sharing & service-providing, the headquarters of SDIC shall

Basic Industry

Strategic Emerging
Industry

Financial and
Services Industry

International
Business

be responsible for the decision-making of important matters concerning corporate
development strategies, operation goals, and external investment, and so on. It

also shall supervise the operation and management of subsidiaries and invested

Invested
Enterprise

of boards of directors and boards of supervisors of invested enterprises,

and conduct comprehensive performance appraisal and supervision on the

management from economic, social and environmental aspects in accordance
with fiscal year and term.

Rongshi International Holding Co., Ltd.

China Electronics Engineering Design
Institute Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

Invested
Enterprise

SDIC Asset Management Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

China National Complete Plant Import &
Export Group Corp.,Ltd.

SDIC Finance Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

Invested
Enterprise

SDIC Capital Holding Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

SDIC International Trade Co., Ltd.

SDIC Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

According the Company Law, SDIC shall dispatch or appoint/remove members

SDIC Property Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Health Industry Investment Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

The invested enterprises have established standardized corporate governance.

China National Investment Consulting Co.,
Ltd.

SDIC Biotech Investment Co., Ltd.

Invested
Enterprise

profits center of SDIC.

China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment
Co., Ltd.

direct operation and management of specific businesses, and served as the

Invested
Enterprise

As business operation units, the invested enterprises shall be responsible for

SDIC Communications Co., Ltd.

enterprises to improve operational performance.

Invested
Enterprise

investment opportunities, boost business development, and promote invested

SDIC Mining Investment Co., Ltd.

responsible for the operation and management of invested enterprises, seek

Invested
Enterprise

As professional operation and management platforms, the subsidiaries shall be

SDIC Power Holdings Co., Ltd.

enterprises, as well as provide services for those enterprises.
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Member Enterprises
Full name of major member enterprises

Short name

Full name of major member enterprises

Short name

State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.

SDIC

SDIC Jincheng Metallurgy Co., Ltd.

Jincheng Metallurgy

SDIC Power Holdings Co., Ltd.

SDIC Power

SDIC Chongqing Shale Gas Development & Utilization Co., Ltd.

SDIC Chongqing Shale Gas

SDIC Mining Investment Co., Ltd.

SDIC Mining

SDIC Indonesia Papua Cement Co., Ltd.

SDIC Indonesia Cement

SDIC Communications Holding Co., Ltd.

SDIC Communications

SDIC Anhui Urban Recycling Resources Co., Ltd.

SDIC Anhui Resources

China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment Co., Ltd.

SDIC Gaoxin

SDIC Fujian Urban Recycling Resources Co., Ltd.

SDIC Fujian Resources

SDIC Biotech Investment Co., Ltd.

SDIC Biotech

SDIC Urban Resources Network Technologies (Beijing) Co., Ltd.

SDIC Resources Network

SDIC Health Industry Investment Co., Ltd.

SDIC Health

SDIC Yangpu Port Co., Ltd.

SDIC Yangpu Port

SDIC Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

SDIC Intelligent Technology

SDIC ZhongmeiTongmei Jingtang Port Co., Ltd.

SDIC Jingtang Port

SDIC Capital Holding Co., Ltd.

SDIC Capital

SDIC Caofeidian Port Co., Ltd.

SDIC Caofeidian Port

SDIC Finance Co., Ltd.

SDIC Finance

Zhenjiang Port Group Co., Ltd.

Zhenjiang Port Group

SDIC Asset Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Asset

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute Co., Ltd.

CEEDI

SDIC Shandong Linyi Road & Bridge Development Co., Ltd.

SDIC Shandong Linyi Road
&Bridge

SDIC Meizhouwan Port Co., Ltd.

SDIC Meizhouwan Port

Consulting

SDIC-VopakYangpu Tank Terminal Co., Ltd.

SDIC-Vopak Yangpu Tank Terminal

SDIC Property Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Property

SDIC Qinzhou Port Co., Ltd.

SDIC Qinzhou Port

SDIC International Trade Co., Ltd.

SDIC Trade

SDIC Meizhou Bay Industrial Park Development Co., Ltd.

SDIC Meizhou Bay Industrial Park

China National Complete Plant Import & Export Group Corp.,Ltd.

COMPLANT

SDIC Yueyang Coal Reserve Base Co. Ltd.

SDIC Yueyang Port

Rongshi International Holding Co., Ltd.

Rongshi International

SDIC Chongqing Guoyuan Port Co., Ltd.

SDIC Chongqing Guoyuan Port

Yalong River Hydropower Development Company Ltd.

Yalong River Hydropower

SDIC Fund Management Company Ltd.

SDIC Fund Management

Tianjin SDIC Jinneng Electric Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Beijiang

SDIC Chuangyi Industrial Fund Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Chuangyi Fund

SDIC Yunnan Dachaoshan Hydropower Co., Ltd.

SDIC Dachaoshan

SDIC Chuanghe (Beijing) Fund Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Chuanghe

Jingyuan Second Power Co., Ltd.

Jingyuan Second Power

SDIC Venture Capital Co., Ltd.

SDIC Venture Capital

Xiamen Huaxia International Power Development Co., Ltd.

Huaxia Power

Haixia Capital Management Co., Ltd.

Haixia Capital

SDIC Qinzhou Electric Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Qinzhou Power

SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co., Ltd.

SDIC Zhonglu

SDIC Gansu Xiaosanxia Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Xiaosanxia

YAPP Automotive Systems Co., Ltd.

YAPP

SDIC Beibuwan Electric Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Beibuwan

SDIC Guangdong Bio-Energy Co., Ltd.

SDIC Guangdong Energy

SDIC Xuancheng Electric Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Xuancheng

SDIC Bio-Energy (Tieling) Co., Ltd.

SDIC Tieling Energy

SDIC Yili Energy Development Co., Ltd.

SDIC Yili Energy

SDIC Bio-Energy (Hailun) Co., Ltd.

SDIC Hailun Energy

SDIC Panjiang Electric Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Panjiang

Xiamen Jingmin Energy Industries Co., Ltd.

Xiamen Jingmin Energy

SDIC Yunnan Wind Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Yunnan Wind Power

Essence Securities Co., Ltd.

Essence Securities

SDIC-Genting MZW Electric Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC MZW Power

China National Investment & Guaranty Corporation

I&G

Fujian Pacific Electric Co., Ltd.

Fujian Pacific Electric

SDIC Taikang Trust Co., Ltd.

SDIC Taikang Trust

SDIC Guangxi Wind Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Guangxi Wind Power

SDIC Insurance Brokers Co., Ltd.

SDIC Insurance Brokers

SDIC Kingrock Overseas Investment Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Kingrock

Heilongjiang SDIC Suiyong Asset Management Co., Ltd.

SDIC Suiyong

SDIC Baiyin Wind Power Co., Ltd.

SDIC Baiyin Wind Power

SDIC Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.

SDIC Financial Leasing

SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co., Ltd.

SDIC Luobupo Potash

China National Investment Consulting Co., Ltd.

China National Investment
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Corporate Aspiration
New accomplishments and new progress must be made in a

ground in reform and development for the Group and enhance

SDIC will remain true to its original aspiration and keep its

meeting the hopes of people for a better future, and help

new era and along the new journey. Looking into the future,

mission firmly in mind, continue to hold high the great banner of
Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics
for a New Era and fully and effectively implement various

decisions and plans of the 19th CPC National Congress. It will

deepen the pilot reform of state-owned investment companies,

mixed-ownership reform, supply-side structural reform, make up
the short board of beautiful life and set direction for emerging

industries, promote corporate transformation and upgrading and
improve development quality and efficiency. It will accelerate

the pace of building itself into a world-class capital investment

company with international competitiveness, strive to break new

the capability of serving national strategies, with a view to

secure a decisive victory in building a moderately prosperous
society in all respects.

SDIC will continue to carry forward the corporate purpose of

“working for investors, for society, and for employees,” focus

on the “Wholeheartedness Initiative”social responsibility brand
plan to promote corporate social responsibility practices in a
deep-going way, fully fulfill political responsibility, economic

responsibility, environmental responsibility, social responsibility,
and overseas responsibility, and provide assistance to achieve
mutual and sustainable development of the enterprise and the
economy, environment and society.
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Appendix
Key Performance Indicators
Economic Performance
Indicator

2015

2016

2017

Total assets (RMB100 million)

4,955.30

4,671.16

4,935.52

Owners’ equity (RMB100 million)

1,411.48

1,346.71

1,557.03

Total operating revenue (RMB100 million)

1,042.40

870.45

894.03

Total profits (RMB100 million)

165.13

180.23

182.36

Installation of flue gas desulphurization systems for coal-fi red generating units (%)

Total taxes paid (RMB100 million)

140.13

109.96

111.38

Installation of flue gas denitration systems for coal-fired generating units (%)

42.11

64.55

60.4

112.72

106.71

116.44

110

100

3

Profits of financial and service industry (RMB100 million)

2015

2016

2017

316.74

314.05

307.1

5.63

12.13

30.71

14.07

30.33

79.83

100

100

100

95

100

100

SO2 emission (10,000 tons)

1.35

0.84

0.46

CODs (ton)

415

312

219

75

YoY change of SO2 emission (%)

-44

-38

-45

1.09

5.23

YoY change of NOX emission (%)

-50

-27

-39

101

67.5

59.37

Operating revenue of international business (RMB100 million)

335

241.22

333.03

Investment in capital construction (RMB100 million)

243

206

116

2,956.45

2,928.45

3162

Indicator

1,202

1,266

1,289

1.6

1.5

1.8

75,342

53,513

64,144

191

116

167

48

37

29

EVA (RMB100 million)
Rate of maintenance and appreciation of assets (%)
Profits of electric power sector (RMB100 million)
Profits of transport sector (RMB100 million)

Holding installed capacity of electric power business (10 MW)
Annual generating capacity of electric power sector (100 million kWh)
Annual throughput capacity of transport sector (100 million tons)
Investment for science and technology activities (RMB10,000)
Number of patents obtained (piece)
Number of patents for invention obtained (piece)

2016

2017

Spending on energy-saving and emission reduction (RMB10,000)

222,090

226,156

100,419

Spending on “Three Simultaneities” of environmental protection facilities
(RMB10,000)

171,537

171,097

33,245

Spending on technological transformation for energy-saving (RMB10,000)

19,574

23,354

24,860

Investment in technological transformation projects for pollution treatment
(RMB10,000)

27,145

31,705

42,314

1,016

891

836

1.97

1.83

1.86

-13

-7.26

+1.97

58.6

59.86

56.48

Comprehensive energy consumption per RMB10,000 output value (tce/
RMB10,000; comparable price)
YoY change of comprehensive energy consumption per RMB10,000 output value (%)
Proportion of holding installed capacity of clean energy of electric power
business (%)

Equivalent of coal saved (10,000 tce)
Equivalent of CO2 emission reduced (10,000 tons)

Society Performance
2015

2016

2017

Number of employees (person)

74,058

34,516

37,712

Number of male employees (person)

57,685

24,486

26,337

Number of female employees (person)

16,373

10,030

11,375

6,849

1,887

3,197

100

100

100

34,000

18,000

22,000

10.30

4.77

2.35

34,784

24,682

24,403

1

0

0

3,280

5,899

4427.13

938

1,811

2541.92

Investment for aiding Xinjiang and Tibet
(RMB10,000)

898.38

372.36

350.35

Number of poverty alleviation personnel
dispatched (person)

1

11

5

552

640

509

Newly recruited employees (person)
Signing rate of labor contracts (%)

Spending on work safety (RMB100
million)
2015

Total energy consumption (10,000 tce)

Standard coal consumption for power supply of coal-fired generating units (g/kWh)

Number of employees joined the
annuity scheme (person)

Environmental Performance
Indicator

Indicator

Number of participants of work safety
trainings (person-time)
Death tolls resulted from work safety
accidents (person)
Total external donations (RMB10,000)
Investment for fixed-point poverty
alleviation (RMB10,000)

Number of poverty-stricken students
supported (person)
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Financial Statements
Consolidated Balance Sheet
Items

Unit: RMB yuan
Closing Balance

Opening Balance

Cash and cash equivalents

49,556,067,603.33

59,239,058,209.17

Balances with clearing companies

10,796,646,903.33

13,794,658,609.71

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Items
Less: Accumulated depreciation

Current assets:

Lending capital

Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued)

Net value of fixed assets
Less: Fixed assets depreciation reserves
Net fixed assets

792,000,000

Construction in progress

32,153,495,095.03

24,338,279,731.35

47,256,541.77

300,958.33

Notes receivable

2,573,348,237.86

1,918,962,962.98

Disposal of fixed assets

Accounts receivable

6,896,640,046.13

5,959,956,492.97

Productive biological assets

Prepayments

3,940,690,450.25

3,166,093,430.99

Oil and gas assets

Derivative financial assets

Construction Materials

Insurance premium receivable

Intangible assets

Receivables from reinsurers

Development costs

Reserves for reinsurance contract receivable

Goodwill

Interests receivable

1,441,298,657.28

1,154,117,137.04

7,635,874.26

10,647,046.7

3,189,724,979.79

1,874,605,735.61

12,356,747,770.16

6,900,712,036.44

8,705,473,689.55

7,286,816,469

1,813,797,887.99

1,786,318,832.92

3,708,178,491.96

3,412,766,718.78

Assets classified as held for sale

64,941,207.41

542,158,454.45

Non-current assets due within one year

85,521,859.47

5,645,230.81

Other current assets

31,120,689,567.14

28,073,237,409.67

Total current assets

163,642,656,623.29

154,265,249,915.22

Dividends receivable
Other receivables
Financial assets purchased under agreements to resell
Inventories
Including: Raw materials
Inventory products (finished products)

Non-current assets:
Disbursement of loans and advances
Available-for-sale financial assets
Held-to-maturity investments
Long-term accounts receivable
Long-term equity investments
Investment properties
Fixed assets at cost

639,944,374.07

1,031,557,206.80

46,602,694,645.05

45,600,155,061.42

152,677,373.10

50,838,359.74

8,904,077,107.09

4,238,520,961.77

34,877,371,022.57

24,608,689,174.59

1,767,948,049.27

1,684,411,226.32

239,198,733,594.58

217,102,033,441.91

Unit: RMB yuan
Closing Balance

Opening Balance

70,926,362,124.53

63,453,540,262.28

168,272,371,470.05

153,648,493,179.63

890,500,033.67

332,926,278.00

167,381,871,436.38

153,315,566,901.63

50,731,519,062.93

63,171,362,430.64

265,197,516.94

683,702,401.04

10,899,406.63

7,542,834.27

11,773.95

9,548,137,148.11

9,328,403,336.06

2,436,432.17

2,455,615.44

5,095,053,509.29

5,170,402,121.79

509,500,728.44

418,222,026.84

Deferred income tax assets

1,547,978,373.34

1,998,740,050.89

Other non-current assets

1,786,556,122.98

1,540,195,295.09

Total non-current assets

329,823,874,082.31

312,850,765,004.33

Total assets

493,552,052,565.07

467,116,014,919.55

14,235,314,378.84

12,479,192,601.57

419,108,587.76

1,097,687,213.84

7,100,000,000.00

8,500,000,000.00

200,249,600.00

1,636,958,541.31

72,954,385.41

3,638,286.43

1,211,283,401.53

1,632,539,204.85

10,766,883,954.82

14,732,130,002.47

8,459,235,035.12

6,114,926,416.96

17,994,378,160.60

8,241,370,687.93

Long-term prepaid expenses

Including: Special material reserves

Current Liabilities:
Short-term borrowings
Borrowings from central bank
Receipt of deposits and deposits from other banks
Loans from other banks
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial liabilities
Notes payable
Accounts payable
Advances from customers
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets under agreements to repurchase
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Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued)
Items
Handling fees and commission payable
Employee remunerations payable
Including: Wages payable
Benefits payable
Including: Employee allotted bonus and welfare funds
Taxes and fees payable
Including: Taxes payable
Interests payable
Dividends payable
Other payables

Unit: RMB yuan
Closing Balance

Opening Balance

22,522.58

8,458,200.35

3,494,113,225.18

4,108,482,580.24

3,029,696,005.59

3,644,234,130.07

6,547,062.44

30,570,913.54

5,031,337.09

29,451,764.74

1,817,805,534.59

1,848,036,805.12

1,651,656,577.92

1,693,995,823.71

2,170,433,722.56

3,412,766,718.78

177,495,318.17

297,210,912.87

Less: Investment returned

20,692,247,099.24

22,786,630,277.41

Net paid-in capital (stock)

Reinsured accounts payable

Items

Opening Balance

33,800,000,000.00

22,414,471,248.88

33,800,000,000.00

22,414,471,248.88

33,800,000,000.00

22,414,471,248.88

2,984,655,000.00

2,984,655,000.00

2,984,655,000.00

2,984,655,000.00

5,398,935,138.92

701,637,566.55

4,050,429,890.25

3,790,516,384.27

-282,129,740.43

-740,949,414.54

Special reserves

17,569,987.83

18,950,175.29

Surplus reserves

719,177,891.44

9,535,454,566.88

719,177,891.44

2,112,974,653.00

Owners’ equity (or Shareholders’ equity)
Paid-in capital (share capital)
State-owned capital
Including: State-owned corporate capital
Including: Special material reserves
Private capital
Including: Individual capital
Foreign capital

Including: Preference shares
34,951,179,520.98

43,046,483,180.32

Perpetual debts

Securities underwriting brokerage deposits

Capital reserves

Liabilities classified as held for sale

Less: Treasury shares

Non-current liabilities due within one year
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities

19,699,394,783.34

13,945,638,841.87

4,611,494,743.90

7,685,145,564.79

148,073,593,974.62

150,605,952,695.08

Non-current liabilities:
Long-term borrowings
Bonds payable
Long-term payables

Other comprehensive income
Including: Foreign currency translation difference

122,271,447,316.94

111,388,198,452.85

Including: Statutory accumulation funds

63,472,850,373.67

65,313,297,993.51

Optional accumulation funds

936,653,245.59

2,166,237,232.49

Long-term employee remunerations payable

Enterprise expansion funds
123,040,527.96

124,095,041.86

Projected liabilities

626,052,275.17

706,084,345.22

General risk provisions

Deferred income

491,496,061.99

450,317,244.34

1,725,346,445.79

1,562,819,982.96

128,644,620.31

127,792,470.01

Other non-current liabilities

7,422,479,913.88

Reserve funds

Special payables

Deferred income tax liabilities

Unit: RMB yuan
Closing Balance

Other equity instruments

Reserves for reinsurance contracts
Customer brokerage deposits

Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued)

Including: Special fund reserves
Total non-current liabilities

189,775,530,867.42

181,838,842,763.24

Total liabilities

337,849,124,842.04

332,444,795,458.32

Investment returned with profits
1,665,370,291.90

1,673,386,245.83

Undistributed profits

23,102,836,249.68

21,248,163,451.57

Total equity attributable to shareholders of the parent company

71,738,974,450.02

62,367,234,639.27

Minority shareholders’ equity

83,963,953,273.01

72,303,984,821.96

Total owners’ equity (shareholders’ equity)

155,702,927,723.03

134,671,219,461.23

Total liabilities and owners’ equity (shareholders’ equity）

493,552,052,565.07

467,116,014,919.55
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Consolidated Income Statement
Items
1. Total operating revenue
Including: Operating revenue
Interest income

Unit: RMB yuan
Current Period

Prior Period

89,403,340,194.92

87,045,283,233.44

79,387,387,124.34

76,488,404,539.17

3,718,177,982.43

3,483,607,655.18

Insurance premium earned
Income from handling fees and commission
2. Total operating costs
Including: Operating costs
Interest expenses
Handling fees and commission expenses

6,297,775,088.15

7,073,271,039.09

82,600,939,982.03

78,257,672,121.24

59,480,167,231.87

54,539,704,801.99

2,188,299,101.48

2,322,855,976.49

674,733,590.87

744,802,212.29

Business taxes and surcharges

1,301,805,284.15

1,767,438,727.48

Selling and distribution expenses

5,934,575,774.26

6,070,674,573.19

General and administrative expenses

4,243,418,260.32

4,533,010,750.81

297,975,113.78

311,069,201.69

1,129,439.28

Financial expenses

7,851,193,617.42

7,884,941,513.90

Including: Interest expenses

7,911,435,615.31

7,895,152,245.86

144,142,285.34

87,488,790.36

20,203,317.51

-13,331,949.57

926,747,121.66

394,243,565.09

-20,936,219.15

-405,666,323.50

10,457,227,389.04

8,680,021,383.90

1,143,523,167.23

745,318,002.12

8,953,115.69

8,499,503.07

Others
Add: Gain from changes in fair value (Loss denoted by “–”)
Investment income (Loss denoted by “–”)
Including: Share of profit of associates and jointly
controlled entities
Foreign exchange gains (Loss denoted by “–”)
Other income
3. Operating profits (Loss denoted by “–”)
Add: Non-operating income
Including: Gain on disposal of non-current assets

986,442,626.18
18,234,087,124.65

17,070,465,675.67

280,926,727.78

1,664,221,422.59

37,593,123.01

8,876,808.03

Gain on exchange of non-monetary assets
Government subsidies
Income of debt restructuring

4. Total profits (Total loss denoted by “–”)

278,708,572.02

711,221,576.17

107,404,626.97

70,902,790.81

1,606,254.24
18,236,305,280.41

18,023,465,522.09

3,638,990,249.03

3,973,362,612.47

14,597,315,031.38

14,050,102,909.62

Net profits attributable to shareholders of the parent
company

6,852,504,926.46

5,791,493,387.91

Net profits attributable to minority shareholders

7,744,810,104.92

8,258,609,521.71

14,597,315,031.38

14,050,102,909.62

702,630,374.54

-2,085,244,558.40

259,913,505.98

-1,773,265,790.55

259,913,505.98

-1,773,265,790.55

Including: (1) Share of other comprehensive income
of the investee to be reclassified into profit
or loss under the equity method in
subsequent periods

447,875,598.53

-556,768,562.83

(2) Gains or losses from changes in fair value
of available-for-sale financial assets

-240,416,794.78

-1,224,344,442.54

Less: Income tax expenses
5. Net profits (Net loss denoted by “–”)

Total other comprehensive income attributable to
shareholders of the parent company, net after tax

Reinsurance premium expenses

Impairment losses on assets

Prior Period

Loss on exchange of non-monetary assets

6. Other comprehensive income, net after tax

Policyholder dividend expenses

Exchanges net losses (increase is
marked with “-“)

Including: Loss on disposal of non-current assets

Current Period

Including: Special material reserves

Net amount of insurance contract reserves
provided

Interest income

Less: Non-operating expenses

Profit or loss of continuing operation

Net amount of compensation payout

Party building expenses

Items

Unit: RMB yuan

Loss of debt restructuring

Refunded premiums

Including: Research and development
expenses

Consolidated Income Statement(Continued)

68,773,660.65

1,310,749,452.30

9,341,361.25

7,981,102.61

1) Items not to be reclassified into profit or loss in subsequent
periods
Including: (1) Changes arising from remeasurement
of net liabilities or assets of defined
benefit plan
(2) Share of other comprehensive income of
the investee not to be reclassified into
profit or loss under the equity method
2) Items to be reclassified into profit or loss in subsequent periods

(3) Gains or losses on reclassification of
held-to-maturity investments as
available-for-sale financial assets
(4) The effective portion of gains or losses
from cash flow hedges
(5) Differences on translation of foreign
currency financial statements

-35,477,515.51
87,932,217.74

7,847,214.82

442,716,868.56

-311,978,767.85

15,299,945,405.92

11,964,858,351.22

Total comprehensive income attributable to shareholders
of the parent company

7,112,418,432.44

4,018,227,597.36

Total comprehensive income attributable to minority
shareholders

8,187,526,973.48

7,946,630,753.86

Total other comprehensive income attributable to
minority shareholders, net after tax
7. Total comprehensive income

8. Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share
Diluted earnings per share
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Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
Items

Unit: RMB yuan
Current Period

Prior Period

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement(Continued)
Current Period

Prior Period

3,252,027,619.96

4,103,181,196.83

170,049,453.69

95,388,056.58

71,750,586.14

56,977,548.99

169,672,747.90

30,034,290.38

Subtotal of cash inflows from investing activities

72,889,650,158.38

59,346,993,488.48

Cash received from original insurance contracts

Cash paid for acquisition of fixed assets, intangible
assets and other long-term assets

17,528,345,588.28

25,214,402,526.59

Net cash received from reinsurance business

Cash paid for investments

77,409,777,682.80

66,153,376,973.96

Net increase in deposits and investments from
policyholders

Net increase in pledge loans
27,986,612.12

1,425,657,189.90

323,072,833.46

2,247,138,921.91

95,289,182,716.66

95,040,575,612.36

-22,399,532,558.28

-35,693,582,123.88

9,924,234,997.13

3,170,915,509.45

9,924,234,997.13

3,170,915,500.00

64,602,660,123.00

70,454,918,812.37

8,299,758,490.57

4,677,845,498.12

Cash received relating to other financing activities

15,718,734,236.68

2,502,283,828.55

Subtotal of cash inflows from financing activities

98,545,387,847.38

80,805,963,648.49

Cash paid for repayment of borrowings

71,268,295,714.77

60,207,464,306.31

Cash paid for distribution of dividends, profit or payment
of interest expenses

16,296,460,460.09

17,519,356,639.59

5,061,410,400.10

6,221,898,815.60

941,782,158.09

1,070,285,845.37

Cash received from investment income

1. Cash flow from operating activities:
Cash received from sales of goods and rendering of
services

88,225,610,832.30

80,047,025,856.13

Net increase in customer deposits and interbank
deposits

-678,578,626.08

1,081,294,390.95

Net increase in borrowings from central bank

-201,731,250.00

201,972,312.50

Net increase in placements from other financial
institutions

Net increase from disposal of financial assets at fair
value through profit or loss

543,002,673.99

-1,745,456,817.93

Cash received from interests, fees and commissions

10,193,382,371.23

9,106,861,317.83

Net increase in placements from banks and other
financial institutions

-2,062,443,808.34

9,200,000,000.00

Net increase in repurchase business capital

4,223,499,150.86

-11,869,576,236.78

Tax rebates received

1,384,944,585.53

1,329,987,777.68

Other cash received concerning operating activities

4,938,538,402.12

22,228,559,332.12

106,566,224,331.61

109,580,667,932.50

57,177,757,914.13

41,051,441,696.08

605,041,870.67

518,676,156.80

87,380,474.10

1,898,348,031.68

Subtotal of cash inflows from operating activities
Cash paid for purchases of commodities and receipt of
services
Net increase in loans and advances to customers
Net increase in deposits with central bank and other
banks
Cash paid for compensation under original insurance
contract
Cash paid for interests, fees and commissions

2,020,902,723.05

1,583,101,373.97

Cash paid for policyholders’ dividends
Cash paid to and for employees

Items

Unit: RMB yuan

Net cash received from disposals of fixed assets,
intangible assets and other long-term assets
Net cash received from disposals of subsidiaries and
other operation units
Cash received relating to other investing activities

Cash paid for acquiring subsidiaries and other operation
units
Cash paid relating to other investing activities
Subtotal of cash outflows from investing activities
Net cash flows from investing activities
3. Cash flows from financing activities:
Cash received from capital contribution
Including: Cash contribution to subsidiaries from
minority shareholders’ investment
Cash received from borrowings
Cash received from issuance of bonds

Including: Dividend and profit paid to minority
shareholders by subsidiaries

9,376,625,754.95

10,142,829,634.48

Cash paid relating to other financing activities

Cash paid for taxes and surcharges

10,230,919,185.22

11,594,653,319.52

Subtotal of cash outflows from financing activities

88,506,538,332.95

78,797,106,791.27

Cash paid for other operating activities

25,956,307,619.10

20,953,681,388.62

Net cash flows from financing activities

10,038,849,514.43

2,008,856,857.22

105,454,935,541.22

87,742,731,601.15

-149,529,694.36

193,952,368.66

1,111,288,790.39

21,837,936,331.35

-11,398,923,947.82

-11,652,836,566.65

69,226,149,750.69

55,061,412,395.70

73,126,165,638.70

84,779,002,205.35

61,727,241,690.88

73,126,165,638.70

Subtotal of cash outflows from operating activities
Net cash flows from operating activities
2. Cash flows from investing activities:
Cash received from recovery of investments

4. Effects of foreign exchange rate changes on cash and
cash equivalents
5. Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Add: Balance of cash and cash equivalents at the
beginning of the period
6.Balance of cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period
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Third-Party Evaluation
State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd. (SDIC) has

Project, and built green finance platform, aiming at promoting

Since releasing its first corporate social responsibility report

whole set of video system for unified broadcasting of corporate

row and innovatively put forward the social responsibility brand

improving air quality. Those practices full demonstrate that SDIC

release to promote social responsibility communications and

using for reference for other central SOEs.

released corporate social responsibility report for 10 years in a
plan –Wholeheartedness Initiative. It has clearly determined
the corporate social responsibility framework with a view to

promoting systematical and brand-oriented development of
corporate social responsibility work.

The 2017 CSR Report of SDIC systematically disclosed the

practices and achievements of SDIC in the aspects of fulfilling
political, economic, environmental, social and overseas

responsibility. It shew us the new progress of SDIC achieved
in promoting sustainable development and corporate social

responsibility work, as well as the dedicated spirit of SDIC in

undertaking responsibility and accountability as a central SOE.
The main contents are as follows:
Firstly, SDIC deepens SOE reform, and follows and serves
national strategies.The year of 2017 was crucial for further
deepening reform in an all-around way. As a state-owned

backbone enterprise under the central government, SDIC has
actively responded to national strategies, promoted mixed-

ownership reform, focused on maintenance and appreciation

of state-owned assets, motivated private capital, social capital,

and other kinds of capital through leveraging the guiding role of
state-owned capital, and advanced coordinated development,
stimulating the vitality and driving force of the enterprise.

At present, the proportion of mixed-ownership enterprises

affiliated to SDIC reaches over 80 percent. Those practices

fully demonstrate that SDIC, based on its own main business

advantages, has leveraged the guiding role of capital and used

flexible hands to help boost economic and social development. It
follows and serves national strategies, fostering a demonstration
role in the aspect of deepening SOE reform.

Secondly, SDIC effectively implements green development
philosophy and helps promote ecological progress. Clear
rivers and green mountains are as valuable as mountains of
gold and silver. SDIC has insisted on the idea of low-carbon

economy, green economy, and circular economy, and vigorously

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei air pollution prevention and treatment and
has effectively implemented green development philosophy,

developed green industry in an innovative manner, and used
practical actions to help build a beautiful China.

Thirdly, SDIC conducts targeted poverty alleviation in an

all-around way, and helps build a moderately prosperous

society in all respects. As an enterprise with strong patriotic

feelings for its country, SDIC has always insisted on integrating

public welfare-based “blood-transfusion” poverty alleviation with
industry-based blood-making poverty alleviation, and provided
full assistance to poverty-stricken areas through six poverty

alleviation models of fixed-point poverty alleviation, educationbased poverty alleviation, special poverty alleviation, project-

based poverty alleviation, fund-based alleviation, and personnelbased poverty alleviation. Particularly, SDIC has participated

in 2009, SDIC has started the new journey of using report

enhance social responsibility management, setting up a model
for investment companies in China. Now, the 2017 Corporate

SDIC introduces new broadcasting mode to enhance

Corp., Ltd. is the 10th CSR report released by SDIC. As a

has attached importance to communications with stakeholders,

ten years to sharpen a sword. This report sticks closely to

social responsibility, aiming at helping internal and external

systematically summarizing the corporate social responsibility

making them to speak highly of and recognize the Company.

report also embodies spirit of the Company in undertaking the

and environmentally friendly hand bags that integrate publicity

keeping forging ahead.

released the Wholeheartedness Initiative feature program, which

The main contents are as follows:

influence through online and offline interactive broadcasting.

Social Responsibility Report of State Development & Investment

communications on corporate social responsibility. SDIC

Chinese saying goes like this: it takes a master craftsman

and taken full advantage of publicity carriers to create sensible

the new requirements in the new era, comprehensively and

stakeholders get a better understanding of the Company, and

work of SDIC. As a new answer sheet presented by SDIC, the

Besides the report, SDIC has also used customized notebooks

mission of the times, endeavoring to reform and innovation, and

features to publicize corporate social responsibility. It has also

SDIC focuses on responding to social concerns and serving

In short, the 2017 SDIC Corporate Social Responsibility Report,

investment fund of central SOEs for poverty-stricken areas, fully

major issues of the times such as SOE reform, development

sincerity, warmth and humanism. I hope SDIC will take it as an

alleviation, and helped develop local industries and enhance

driven development, ecological progress, targeted poverty

people out of poverty. Those practices demonstrate that SDIC

actual corporate conditions of pilot reform of restructuring state-

poverty-stricken areas, explored practical and effective targeted

reform, participated in the establishment and management of

improve people’s livelihood and well-being.

industrial investment fund of central SOEs for poverty-stricken

development fund for poverty-stricken areas and the industrial

national strategies and people’s livelihood.SDIC centers on

leveraged the distinctive advantages of the funds in poverty

of Xiong’an New Area, the Belt and Road Initiative, innovation-

blood-making capability, guaranteeing the results of lifting

alleviation, and rural revitalization. SDIC has acted in line with

has insisted on starting from actual issues and requirements of

owned investment companies. It promotes mixed-ownership

poverty alleviation measures, and strived to achieve results and

the advanced manufacturing industrial investment fund and the

Looking to the future, I hope SDIC will continue to enhance

sustainable development and social responsibility management,
deepen the Wholeheartedness Initiative social responsibility

practice, and constantly create comprehensive values including

national development ideas, corporate development strategies,

society in all respects.

has put forward the Wholeheartedness Initiative, which

builds social responsibility brand. In accordance with
main business, core issues of social responsibility, SDIC

clearly determined the system, framework and orientation of

technological R&D and application, and promoted the biofuel

systematical and brand-oriented development of corporate

and other clean energy sources In 2017, SDIC enhanced

social responsibility management, and aimed at promoting

ethanol projects in Jilin, Helongjiang and other provinces,

social responsibility work. The initiative has also introduced a

first green short-term financing bond was successfully issued.
SDIC launched Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Air Pollution Prevention
and Treatment –I&G Investment and Financing Promotion

Wu Xiaohua

Vice President of the Academy of
Macroeconomic Research

strengthen corporate social responsibility brand image, open
a new era for corporate social responsibility, provide good

experience and reference for corporate social responsibility
development in China, and create more values for stakeholders.

people’s needs for a better life.

development, the building of a beautiful China, and the decisive

fostering the development of biomass energy. SDIC focused on

management, deepen corporate social responsibility practice,

SDIC in serving national strategies, social development, and the
SDIC implements Wholeheartedness Initiative and

victory in finishing the building of a moderately prosperous

opportunity to constantly enhance corporate social responsibility

the spirit of responsibility and the consciousness of mission of

economic value, environmental value and social value, making
new and greater contributions to the realization of high-quality

with distinct highlights and novel form, is a report featuring

areas. It advances biofuel ethanol projects. The report reflects

corporate social responsibility, further enhanced corporate

Jinneng Electric Power Co. was successfully registered, and its

enhanced communication effects and improved corporate social

in the establishment and management of the industrial

developed hydropower, wind power, PV power, biomass energy,

developing green finance; the first green bond of Tianjin SDIC

social responsibility practices, which is well worth learning and

Huang Qunhui

Director of Institute of Industrial Economics under
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
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Rating Report

Suggestions and Feedback

Rating Report of 2017 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of
State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.
Upon the State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd. (SDIC), the Chinese Expert Committee on CSR Report Rating invited experts to form rating team
to rate the 2017 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of State Development & Investment Corp. Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as the Report).
Readability ( ★★★★☆ )

Chinese CSR Preparation Guide (CASS-CSR 4.0): General Framework”
&“Rating Standards for Corporate Social Responsibility Report of Chinese
Enterprises (2018).”

Taking Create Values& Invest in Future as topic and using the responsibility
framework of Wholeheartedness Initiative to command overall arrangements,
the Report featured clear themes and content highlights. It interpreted the deep
understanding and value pursuit of the Company in fulfilling social responsibility.
The spread design adopted large photos embodying corporate business
features, highlighting not only the characteristics of the Company, but also
the identification of the Report. The diversified communication channels used
detailed and typical cases to show social responsibility fulfillment results such
as social responsibility feature program and featured activities to the public,
strengthening the broadcasting and communication effects of the Report; the
concise and fresh design style, the flexible and diversified expression elements,
and the rich illustration improved the reading enjoyment to some extent. It
achieved leading performance in the aspect of readability.

1. The process assessment team conducted interviews with key members of the
Report preparation team, and carried out on-site review on relevant materials
used in the Report.
2. The rating team conducted rating on the preparation process and the contents
disclosed by the Report, drafting rating report.
3. Submitting the rating report to vice president of the expert committee and the
rating team leader to sign.
Rating Results
Process ( ★★★★★ )
The News Center under the Department of Party Building and Mass Work of
SDIC took the lead to establish the Report preparation team. The Chairman and
vice president were responsible for key links and final review of the Report. SDIC
positioned the Report as an important tool of enhancing social responsibility
management, broadcasting corporate responsibility brand image, and disclosing
information relating to social responsibility performance. Besides the CSR report,
SDIC also released the White Paper on Poverty Alleviation (1995-2017) and the
Overseas Corporate Social Responsibility Report (1995-2017). It encouraged its
subsidiaries to prepare corporate social responsibility reports, and established
relatively complete reporting system. Substantive issues were identified in
accordance with major matters of SDIC, relevant national policies, expectations
of stakeholders, and so on. SDIC planned to hold special conference to release
the Wholeheartedness Initiative social responsibility brand and the Report, which
includes print and online versions, Chinese and English editions, and videobased version, achieving outstanding performance.
Materiality ( ★★★★★ )
The Report systematically disclosed the substantive issues of industry including
responding to national policies, product quality management, innovation in
product and service, occupational health management, work safety assurance,
responsible procurement, R&D and sales of environmentally-friendly products,
R&D and application of environmental protection technologies and equipment,
and energy-saving and emission reduction. The contents were adequate and
detailed, achieving outstanding performance in the aspect of materiality.
Integrity ( ★★★★☆ )
The Report disclosed 86.8 percent of core indicators of the industry from the
perspective of Staring from Heart, Operation with Ingenious Heart, Protection
with Indicated Heart, Serving with Sincere Heart, and Connectivity of Hearts,
achieving leading performance in the aspect of integrity.
Balance ( ★★★★ )
The Report disclosed death tolls resulted from work place accidents, number of
accidents relating to environmental responsibility, losses on the changes in fair value,
profits and losses on the changes in fair value of financial assets available for sale,
and other negative indicators, achieving good performance in the aspect of balance.
Comparability ( ★★★★★ )
The Report disclosed 76 key indicators including total operating revenue, total
taxes paid, investment in poverty alleviation, signing rate of labor contracts,
number of female employees, spending on work safety, and number of students
from poverty-stricken families assisted by the Company for three years or more
in a row. It conducted industrial horizontal comparison on annual performance,
international credit rating, and other indicators, achieving outstanding
performance in the aspect of comparability.

Thank you very much for reading this report. For continuously improving the corporate social responsibility reporting
work, we are looking forward to receiving your opinions and suggestions. Please help us fill the following feedback

Rating Criteria

Rating Process

Dear readers,

Innovation ( ★★★★★ )
The Report put forward the social responsibility brand Wholeheartedness
Initiative for the first time, guiding the direction of corporate social responsibility
practices and enhancing the building of social responsibility management
system. It adopted the 1+2 model of social responsibility responding to hot
issues relating to Belt and Road Initiative and targeted poverty alleviation,
strengthening communications with stakeholders. Each part of the Report
used Aspirational Quote as introduction, showing the in-depth participation of
the management of the Company in promoting corporate social responsibility.
It introduced new and innovative broadcasting approaches such as using
customized notebooks, environmentally-friendly hand bags, and other peripheral
products to publicize the Report, and using Wholeheartedness Initiative feature
program, official WeChat account SDIC-online and official App SDIC-online to
enhance broadcasting effects, achieving outstanding performance in the aspect
of innovation.
Overall Rating ( ★★★★★ )
According to the assessment of the rating team, the 2017 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report of State Development &Investment Corp. Ltd. was
awarded a rating of five-star. It is an outstanding CSR report.
Improvement Suggestions
The disclosure of negative information and deficiencies of social responsibility
performance shall be enhanced, so as to further improve the balance of the report.
Rating Team
Team Leader: Wang Zhixuan, member of Leading Party Members Group and
full-time Vice Chairman of China Electricity Council
Team member:Zhang Xiaosong, Director of Social Responsibility Department
under the Bureau of General Affairs of the SASAC

form, and feel free to contact us by the following means:

Mailing Address: State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd., Building A, International Investment Plaza, No. 6-6
Fuchengmen North Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China (100034)

Your Information
Name:
Company/Organization:
Tel.:
E-mail:

Choice Questions (Please mark “√” in the appropriate position)
Options
1. Does this report fully and accurately reflect the major impacts of SDIC on
economy, society and environment?
2. Does this report respond to the issues and disclose the informationconcerned
by stakeholders?
3. Does this report disclose clear, accurate and complete information, indicators,
and data?
4. What is your opinion on the readability of this report, i.e., the logics, content
design, wording, and layout design?

Process evaluator: Wang Zhimin
June 19, 2018

Open-Ended Questions
1.What is the most satisfying part of this report?
Vice President of the Chinese Expert
Committee on CSR Report Rating

Rating Team Leader

2.What kinds of information do you think is not disclosed in this report?

3.What are your suggestions for our future corporate social responsibility reports?

Scan QR code to view
rating files of SDIC
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